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Will Form Link In Scenic Roosevelt Discovers What Such Is Confident Prediction All Fmpbyes on British Rail- Dr. Harvey W.Wiley Throws Presidential Axe Ready for Also Adjourns Out of Respect
Practical Politicians Knew
Made at Washington
roads Are Called Out
Bombshell Into Camp of
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Long Ago
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Appointed Declares That There Was Noth Agree to Eliminate Recall, and Premier Asquith Makes ProposiBill Is Placed on Senate
tion Railroads Accept But
ing Underhanded in His
Trustee of the New Mexico
Calendar.
Administration.
Unions DeclineNormal School.

'judge

Cooley

Is

-

Governor Mills has appointed Judge
Alford W. Cooley, trustee of the New
Mexico Normal School, vice W. S. Cox,
resigned.
Judge Cooley is a well
known lawyer of Silver City, was an
assistant attorney general of the United States and was slated to succeed
Charles J. Bonaparte as attorney general when his health broke down and
he was appointed judge of the supreme
court of New Mexico.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $58.50 from
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable for the treasury.
Land Entries.
The following were the land entries
at Santa Fe land office yesterday:
Joseph E, Knight, Vernon; James W.
Johnson, Willard; Edgar W. Howe,
Abram Valdez, Nestor Coca, Wagon
Mound; Noble H. Rogers, Nolan; John
M. Crawford, LumbertorV; Juan D. M.

Tenorio,' Progresso.
Gone to Portales.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. E. Clark has gone to Portales, Roosevelt county, to attend a reception.
The department of education is finishing up its work of certmcation of
teachers, which has been an onerous
task with which the department has
been grappling for some time.
Rito Road Completed.

.

The Rito ue los Frijoles road, part
of the Scenic highway, is completed.
This is the road from Water Canon to
the rim of the canon and, is about
twelve mues long. It will form a link
of the scenic highway from Las Vegas
to Albuquerque and which, when com
pleted will be the most spectacular
and attractive road to be found
'
where in the world.'
The expense for this rito road was
stood by the Santa Fe Chamber of
Commerce and the territory of New
Mexico. The work was under the su
pervision of Engineer W. R. Smythe
of Santa Fe who has returned in poor
health due to his strenuous labors.
Cattle Sanitary Board.
The Territorial Cattle Board met at
Albuquerque yesterday with Charles
L. Ballard of Roswell presiding, and
Secretary W. J. Linwood of Raton, and
W. W. Cox of Las Cruces, B. P. Pan-keof Lamy, W. H. Jack of Silver
City and W. C. McDonaid of Carrizozo
in attendance.
Secretary Linwood made his report
for the last two months and also told
of the effect of the quarantine on certain eastern portions of the terri'orv
had had on the cattle business. W. W.
Cox, under whose charge the new inspection district in the eastern portion of the territory was made also
reported everything in that section
satisfactory.
The reports from the Inspectors
from every section of the territory
were to the effect that the present
year promised to be one of the most
prosperous ever experienced by the
cattlemen in New Mexico. William
Jones was appointed an inspector at
Gallup to succeed Sheriff Tally, resigned.
Most of the attending members left
for their homes last night.
".

HARRY N. ATWOOD
ARRIVES AT SANDUSKY.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. The X
London, Aug. 17. An .ndus- - X
Senate and House conferees on the Sf trial war has oeen declared and
statehood situation today reached a X the
employes on all the railway
complete agreement to eliminate the X lines of the United Kingdom
judiciary recall feature of the Arizona X will be called out at once.
constitution and to provide for makcommittee Investigating the ing the New Mexico constitution 3S3SXSSXXXXXXXXXXJSX
Unions Are Stubborn.
Steel Corporation, repeating the writ easier of amendment. This agreeLondon, Eng., Ang. 17. Day long
ten statement he then presented and ment is said to conform to President
conferences at the board of trade
dealing with some of the lines of in- Taft's wishes and undoubtedly means
proved fruitless. ;The representatives
two
at
the
for
territories
statehood
resources.
in
He
his
says
quiry and
of the unions were immovable in
part: "On Saturday, August 5, in com this session.
their stand that the managers of the
Smith It Confident
pliance with the request of the chair- railroads had broken the letter and
Al17.
man of the congressional committee
D.
Aug.
Washington,
the spirit of the consolidaviolated
of
see
President
Taft
to
the
the
absorption
investigating
though unable
"
tion
agreement.
and
Iron Company by today, Chairman Smith of the Senate
Tennessee Coal
to the conclusion,'
come
have
"We
the Steel Corporation, I appeared be- territories committee, after a talk
fore that body. I had nothing new to with Secretary Hilles, declared that a they told the president of the board
which to testify. There was not a joint resolution introduced in the of trade, "that the only way that will
fact of the slightest importance or of Senate Tuesday, providing for the ad- now be an effective road to peace is
the slightest bearing upon my action mission of Arizona and New Mexico, that the companies shall consent to
which was. not already known, and into the Union with the recall of meet, us."
Arbitration Turned Down.
which had not been known from the the judge's clause eliminated from
time I acted; and incidentally I may the Arizona constitution," would be ac
At this point Premier AsquithTn- mention that this is also true as re- ceptable to President Taft.
tervened and offered to appoint a
gards Panama, the dealings of my
Royal commission which should in
Bristow Fights Compromise.
and report what amendadministration with the sugar trust
D. C, Aug. 17. Under vestigate
Washington,
desirable for the
or any .other trust and as to any other the
terms of the new measure, the peo- ments if any were Mr.
action of my administration. No
conciliation
Asquith made
plan.
conof Arizona are required as a
to the railroad
same
the
body need feel either concern or ple
proposition
dition precedent to admission to agree
the confident hope
hope as to whether anything done by
vote to the elmination of the recall managers, adding
that the government might rely on
my administration "will be discover- by
to
so
as
in
far
it pertains
ed" for the excellent reason that provision
both sides to give all possible assistjudges of course, while in the case of ance to the proposed commission.
there Is nothing that was hidden.
New Mexico, the original Flood proviThe representatives of the union
Many questions were asked as to
what my belief was concerning the sion, requiring a vote on the question refused and the
managers
easier
motives of the Steel Corporation peo- of rendering the constitution
consented to the plan.
of amendment, was accepted in pracThe leaders in the Amalgamated
ple in acquiring the Tennessee Coal
and Iron Company's property; to tically all its details.
Servants this
Society of Railroad
which of course my answer was that The action of the Senate committee evening dispatched telegrams throughit was not my business, and neither was not unanimous as was that of the out the country calling on the men
was It In my power to search the House and the resolution is expected to cease work.
hidden domain of motive, and that to be antagonized on the floor of the
Senator Bristow of Kansas BOMB THROWING TESTS
my action was conditioned, not upon Senate.
what I believed to be the motive ac advocates the passage of the original
IN AVIATION MEET.
tuating the Steel Corporation but up bill over the president's veto if poson my belief that the action which sible and wants that course tried beGusts of Wind Made Flying Dangerous
they proposed taking would be enor fore adopting another . measure to
, Yesterday but Breeze Helped
mously to the benefit of the commun- meet the executive objections.
Aeronauts Today.
May Pass Tomorrow.
on
(Continued
Page Eight.)
Special to the New Mexican.
(By Special Leased ffrre to New Mexican)
'
Aviation Field, Chicago, Aug. 17.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. The
Senate and House committees on ter- The gusts of wind that, made flying
ritories agreed that Arizona vote to el- dangerous yesterday were mjssing
CHAVES
iminate the recall of judges or not be- when the meet opened today. Instead,
come a state. In the Senate comit-tee- , there was a light but steady breeze
"blue ballot" won by a close directly off the lake, and aviators said
RICH vote the
having the prior approval of the it would help rather than hinder the
House committee which, under the flights. C. P. Rogers, retained his
pretense of making a great conces- hold of the duration lead with 13 hours
the 29 minutes and 18 seconds in the air.
Discovers Field of Pure As sion of not attempting to over-rid- e
Bomb throwing tests became part
statehood veto which they
president's
from
phaltum Not
could not do in committee or in the of the program today. Ten aviators
House if the "blue ballot" was accept- were entered.
San Mateo
ed. Senator Nelson made a hard fight
in committee against the "blue ballot" OLD STORY TOLD
' IN A MODEPN WAY.
ONLY DEPOSIT IN
COUNTRY or any other amendment on the New
Mexico constitution but lost by a close
vote.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Bernardino,
Cal., Aug. 17.
Located on Public Lands It Has Chairman Smith, after consulta
tion with President Taft believes the Breaking into the offices of A, W.
Been Filed on by Local
amended resolution will be acceptable
a dentist at midnight, Chief of
.
to him. Possibly It will pass the Police Mespelt found in a corner with
People.
House and Senate on Friday.
a baby at her breast Miss Jessie
Chairman Smith presented the state
the high school girl for whom
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. IT. Pros hood report to the Senate and it was private detectives, employed by her
on the calendar. Delegate father here, have searched for fifteen
pecting for oil In Valencia and Mc- - placed
Anih-eVsfought the
humiliating months in all parts of the state. Miss
Klnley counties, near the Seven
Lakes country, where oil wells were blue ballot" to the last ditch.
McDonald, a, young woman of 20 years,
Delegate Andrews introduced a was a pitiful figure, clothed in ragged
recently found, a party found an immense deposit of fine grade Asphalt-um- , bill appropriating 200,000 to purchase garments and wasted almost to a skelbelieved to be the only"deposlt a site and for the erection of a pub' eton. She tola the oificers that she
lie building at Carlsbad; also 200,000inad Deen continei
of its kind, in the United States.
'or a year and a
for the erection of an armory at Carls-- 1
m a smaU apartment adjoining the
h(Jf
bad.
dentists's office. McDavid, who is a
Delegate Andrews secured the ap married
man, was arresteu on a stat
of
to
Thomas
W.
Voetter,
pointment
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Atfg. 17.
Roosevelt has an article on "The
Steel Corporation and the Panic of
1907" in the Outlook appearing today. Mr. Roosevelt discusses his recent appearance before the congress,-iona- l
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the consulate at La Guayra, Vene- utory charge.
zuela. Voetter was formerly a teacher at the U. S. Indian school at Santa
Fe.
, FARMERS'
A telegram was received here todaj
signed by the governor, the supreme
court judges and others, favoring
passage of the Flood resolution as

Has Now Traveled 579 Miles From
His Original Starting Point,

St

Louis.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sandusky, Aug. 17. Arriving here
at 1:32' p. m. today, Harry N. Atwood
completed another stage in his cross
country flight from St. Louis to New
York. Counting the 58 miles that Intervene between this city and Toledo,
which was his starting point this
morning, he has now traveled 579
miles from his original starting point

at.

Liouis.

Atwooa

announced he- - would resume his flight toward Cleveland
about 4 p.m. He will land at Euclid
Beach, 65 miles from his starting
place In Sandusky.
Atwood left Toledo at 10:29 this
morning and landed In a Held three
miles from here , at 11:28 to recon
noitre- - a landing place . in the city,
He took the air again at 1:18 reach
ing here at 1:32.
At Cleveland Tonight.
Atwood mounted his biplane .' at
3:15 p. m. and set out for Cleveland,
keeping along the Lake Shore.. He
expects to cover the 65 miles in about
one hour and a half.

amended.

FREE

USTJM HOUSE

-

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN,
Lemon Amendment Elimin
AND HANDSOMEST MAN.
ated, Measure Passed by
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 17.
Vote of 160 to 102
Mrs. J. L. Sammon of Chanute, and
Newton KInslow of Beloit,
Kans.,
took the first prizes for the most beau- CORN
ACT
STRICKEN FROM
tiful woman and the handsomest man
HON. AMADO CHAVES.
at the Kansas Day celebration at
Manitou Tuesday. . The prizes were
Conference Report on Campaign
Amado Chaves, former mayor of given by Manitou storekeepers and
Publicity to Be Adopted
were awarded last evening.
Santa Fe, born near the place of the
by
discovery, brought a sample to this
city, believing It was petroleum from
PALACE HOTEL CHANGE8
the gum. It was analyzed by chem(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
HANDS TODAY.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. The
ists. The deposits are saiL to cover
House today adopted the conference
many acres of land. The asphaltum it
As One of First Results of
on government land and it was imme
report on the Farmers Free List bill
Statehood It Will Be thor.
by 160 to 102 after eliminating the
diately filed by residents of this city
House lemon amendment and concurand Valencia county.
oughly Modernized.
The Palace Hotel was this
ring in all the Senate amendments. Un.
afternoon sold .by William
der agreement with the Senate, corn
RANQER8 GAIN CONTROL
f
to
William
G. Sargent,
was
stricken from- chs Frea List
Vaughn
OF CALIFORNIA FIRE.
.
territorial auditor, who in the
the Senate amendments. '
agreement signed by both. parCampaign Publicity Bill.
(By Special Leased Win to New Mexican)
ties, pledges, himself to install
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. The
Banning, Calif., Aug. 17. The com
HouaeJdebated the conference report
steam heat and hot and cold
bined efforts of all the rangers and
on the Campaign Publicity bill todr.y
water in various rooms, within
volunteers" in the fire swept region
six months.
The purchase
with indications of its adoption before
of the Cleveland reserve, have forced
the' forest fire on Mount San Jacinto
price is private. While it is not
adjournment. Mr. Backer of Missouri
lead the debate in favor of the bill.
from the Palm Springs resort, where
yet definitely ' settled, still,
street talk has it that Warden
the lives of a number of Invalids were
Woman Charged With Being Boot
Thomas P. Gable will be the
endangered yesterday.
The Indiana of the Banning reserva
manager of the hotel which will
legger MrsBartolo Love is under arrest the second time at Roswell for
tion are working vigorously to save
be modern in every respect.
their homes and farms.
selling whiskey illegally.
MOST

To-nigh- t-

'

pruvi-Sions'o-

CALHOUN AND OTHERS
WIN THEIR CASES.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 17. In

acordance with the imperative writ
of mandamus issued by the district
court of appeals, Superior Judge Will
lam P. Lawler, dismissed today , the
Indictments in the trolley bribery 'cas
es against Patrick Calhoun, Tlrey LJ
Ford, Thornwell Mulalley and Will
iam Abbott, officials of the United
Railroads.

.
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CHEMISTS CABINET HOLDS 4TH SESSION VARIOUS rvlQTiaNS DISPOSED OF

How Glucose Manufacturers Two Members Who Opposed Manuel Chacon Forfeits Appeal
Taft's Disapproval Are
Secured a Reversal of AdBond and Must Serve Term
Won Over.
verse Decision.
for Murder.
(By Special Leased Wire to New MpxIchi)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. Following a special meeting of the cabinet, the fourth held this week, the
last remaining doubt of President
Taft's attitude on the wool bill was
swept away. It was stated that Mr.
Taft's veto message might go to the
House late today. One or two cabinet officers who heretofore have held
to the opposition that it might be
wiser for the president to sign the
wool bill, were said to have been entirely won over to Mr. Taft's views at
today's session.
Axe for Two Other Measures.
It became knowa after the meeting
that the president would not only
wield the axe on the wool bill, but
that the cotton bill with the proposed amendment revising the iron
and steel schedules, and the farmer's
free list bill would suffer the same

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. S., Aug. 17. Dr.

added

Wiley, the pure food expert,
another sensation to the House inquiry into the agricultural department
affairs today, when he declared that
"corn
a ruling adverse to the
syrup manufacturing interests" promulgated by the Bureau of Chemistry,
the Food and Drug Inspection Board
and Secretary Wilson himself, had
suddenly been changed into a favorable opinion without being referred to
him or his associates.
4,
Wiley charged that the manufacturers of this' product had offerea
money to prominent commercial chemists of the United States to secure
opinions supporting their contention
that ''corn syrup" was a proper name
for glucose. The board of food and
inspection,
drugs
endorsing the
bureau of chemistry found that "corn
syrup'' was an illegal label on glu
cose.
"All the board joined in the decision," Dr. Wiley said, "and the decision was approved by the secretary.
This decision was sent to the printing
office, was setup and proofs taken but
it Tvas never sent out. Later, an exactly contrary decision, was published by
the three members of the cabinet vested with the jurisdiction in such matters as a pure food decision under the
food and drugs act.
Iu the interval between the preparation of our decision ond the publica
tion of the ruling by the three secretaries, I know the corn products company was very busy.
"They tried to get certificates from
chemists, one of whom later became
a member of the Dure food referee
board, to show that "corn syrum" was
a proper name for glucose. In one
case a chemist informed me that he
had been offered money for such an
opinion, that he refused it.
When I learned this, I wrote to all
the state chemists in the country who
are charged with enforcing pure food
laws and put it up tcjhem JfemSaj

fate.

It was indicated that any tariff re
vision bill at this session would be
vetoed.
Will Not Upset Business.

The territorial supreme court adjourned at noon today until 10 o'clock
tomorrow out of respect to the memthe
ory of judge John H. Knaebel
eminent jurist, who died in this city
a short time ago. Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy suggested to the
court the death of Mr. Knaebel and
the court appointed Attorney General
Clancy, Former Governor L. Bradford
Prince and Attorney A. B. Renehan
a committee of three, to prepare resolutions which are to be presented to
the court.
The court reconvened at 10 o'clock
this morning, Chief Justice William
H. Pope presiding, with Associate Justices John R. McFie, Frank W. Parker, Ira A. Abbott, Merritt C. Mechem,
Edward R. Wright and Clarence J.
Roberts, present; also David J.
Leahy, United States attorney; Frank
W. Clancy, attorney general, J. H.
Smith, deputy U. S. marshal and CoL
Jose D. Sena, supreme court clerk.
The court disposed of the following
cases:
No. 1392, Joseph Brown Oliver et
al., appellants, vs. Jose Enriquez, appellee (Dona Ana). Motion for certiorari sustained as well a3 the exception to arguments of errors.

1
j

The president, it was said, would
go before the country in his messages and speeches on his western trip
this fall, and argue against what he
would characterize as an unnecessary
No. 1C86.
Mary E. Collins, appelupsetting of business through revi lant, vs. L. B. Schump, et al., appelsion of the tariff not based on infor- lees, (Quay).
Motions for sufficient
mation from the tariff board.
appeal bond argued and submitted.
No. 1430. Territory of New Mexico
vs. Manuel Chacon.
Case ordered
ADMIRAL TOGO HAS
THE STOMACH ACHE. docketed and the judgment of the
court below affirmed. Appellant failNew England Pie Evidently Did Not ed to perfect appeal and the court
sentenced defendant to three years
Agree With Him and Program
in the penitentiary. Appeal bond is
is Cancelled.
forfeited. Chacon was convicted of
;
murder.
An
17.
attack
Boston, Mass., Aug.
Case No. 1390. Territory of New
of acute indigestion, declared by his
attendants to be slight, caused the Mexico ex rel "The children's Home
cancellation of the program of enter- Society, a corporation, appellee, vs.'
tainment in honor of Admiral Togo, W. G. Sargent, etc., appellee (Santa
the Japanese naval officer, here to- Fe) argued and submitted.
i
Yesterday's Session.
;
day.
At yesterday afternoon's session the
court disposed of the, following:
3L" ' 4
iNbH,388-fcVMOer Rtscli, ap.

uri

Ha

whether thir waJ pro
61
livery one answered in tne nega
tive and they were not offered any
money by me or any one."
TALKS OF
Dr. Wiley said that one of the
principal products companies protest
ed to the board, three cabinet officers
declaring Dr. Wiley's appeal to the His Fast Failing Eyes Banstate chemists was unfair. Dr. Wiley
daged, But Still He js
was asked by Secretary of Agriculture Wilson to state what he had done
Cheerful
and he supplied the secretary with
his letter to the chemists and also
" WHITE
with a brief to show that "corn sy
HIS GUIDE
rup" was an illegal label.
'That brief was furnished to the
Corn Products' Company," said Dr. Barefooted Son Leading Great

PfH-e-

v,Aa

nnehaa.appeljffit

(Santa Fe) reset August
No. 1389 The Territory

"

;

'

of New
Mexico, appellee vs. Melvin W. Mills,
et" al, appellants, (Santa Fe) submitted on briefs.
No. 1392 Joseph Brown Oliver et
al appellants vs. Jose Enriquez, appellee (Dona Ana ) motion certiorari argued and submitted.
.

"No. 1380

WJa

A.

Straus, appellant vs.

Foxworth, appellee, (Quay) argued and submitted.
No. 1429 Snyder, Davis Co., vs. J.
E. Laverty and Mary A. L. Laverty, his
wife. Judgment of court beiow affirmed for failure to perfect appeal.
"But Mr. Emory, food com
wuey.
No. 1411 L. Current et el, appelExplorer Is Pathetic
missioner of Wisconsin, had extreme
lants vs. Citizens Bank of Aztec, apPicture.
in
a
and
of
it
difficulty
copy
getting
pellee. Reset for August 30.
had to appeal to a member of con
No. 1383 Edgar Andrews, appellant
gress for assistance."
His eyes bandaged to keep out the vs. the Rio
Grande Live Stock Comwhile
with
are
threatened
light
they
et al, appellees (Santa Fe), arpany
POPE EATS RICE STEWED
blindness and led by "White Lion,"
and submitted.
IN CHICKEN BROTH, his devoted,
handsome gued
Admitted to the Bar.
boy whose real name Is Quimu, Chas.
The court admitted the following-attorney- s
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)' Fletcher Lummis, American
author,
to the New Mexico bar upon
Rome, Aug. 17. The
physicians explorer,
lecturer, examination:
newspaperman,
found the pope with a normal temper
George Peet, John A.
and authority on Indian
ature and otherwise improved today, archaeologist
Young, Arthur T. Hannett, C. J. Hitch- ort'H rnetnma off
otr
inncninp-pX McG ness.
rank B
and accordingly for the first time since a
striking as well as apathetic ngurej Keith W.
W. McSherry,
his illness became serious, permitted a at the Denver and Rio
Cyp
Edwards,
Grande depot
and Harold V. Mather.
departure from a liquid diet. They this morning.
In Honor of Judge Harlee.
ordered a little rice, well cooked in
Only last summer Lummis was seen
Former Judge Edward A. Mann sugchicken broth, and stewed fruits.
in Santa Fe dressed in his famous cor
to the court the death of Judge
duroy suit with squaw belt around bis gested
waist and his piercing, gray eyes A- - H- - Harlee, and the court appointed
telling of the mind within. These eyes Judge Mann of Albuquerque, Hon. H.
I
which have done so much work, scan- M. Dougherty of Socorro, and Hon. R.
ning papyri and carved monuments of P. Barnes of Silver City, a committee
great age in an effort to wrestle from of three, to prepare resolutions and
them their secrets, now are in eclipse oat of respect the court adjourned unand Lummls's friends gravely fear til 10 o'clock this morning.
that the great man may meet the fate
of Prescott, Bandelier and others INSURGENTS IN TYPOGRAPHICAL
Danger of Trouble on Harri-man'- s who have devoted their lives to hisUNION ARE DEFEATED.
Lines Appears toj tory or archaeology.
"I regret I cannot see you," said Proportionate Representation
Does
Be Remote
Lummis to the representative of the
Not Find Favor With Printers
New Mexican Just before he left for
at San Francisco.
the Rito de los Frljoles on the 10:15
ANXIOUS train over the Denver and Rio Grande.
EMPLOYES
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
"You see I am having trouble with
San Francisco, Calif., Aug .17. The
my eyes. I have used them rather
"insurgent" element of the TypographtrouRealize
think
this
I
but
That
They Undoubtedly
hard, perhaps,
ical Union in session here was defeatble may be due to dengue fever. We
Cost and Trouble Would Be
turn today in votes on. a
ed at
were in Guatamala last winter, you series every
of
submitted to the
proposals
Great
Very
know, and all of us got the fever, all convention.
:
except White Lion there."
The main issue was an attempt to
(By Special Leased Wire to Ne7 Mexican)
"White Lion" His Guide.
secure proportionate representation
Ogden, Utah, Aug. 17. Local leadLummis turned toward his son, who
implied in a proposed amendment by
ers of the federated unions of the affectionately held his hand and smilE. T. Cusick of Jacksonville, Fla, prolocks
whose
ed.
White Lion,
golden
Haritymain
siyatemt, lincludlng boilafr-makethat unions with 100 members
his forehead, as last viding
and machinists, and their still covered in
be entitled to one delegate.
or
less
year, smiled
reply and his eyes
helpers a'd car men, state tnere is dazzled with delight, perhaps that he Unions of one hundred to three hun-- -no immeuiate danger of a strike on had escaped the fever and that he dred membership to two delegates, and
the western roads and that no deci- could now play the role of guide to those with five hundreel to one thousion will be reached as to future ac- his father. White Lion and Lummis sand membership to be allowed three
tion of the men until after a confer- were both attired in khaki suits but delegates.
Members opposing this proposal con-ence has been held by their repre- Lummis wore on his left wrist an Insentatives and the heads of the Harri-ma- dian silver bracelet and he also had tended that such a rule would enable
roads, and then not until after a on a broad, brimmed hat. White Lion the larger unions to dominate the con
referendum vote of the employes has hand none of these things. He was vention.
Voting on the site for the next
been taken on the result of that con- hatless, shoeless and braceletless.
is scheduled for today. Hous-to- n
ference.
"Are you still able to work?" Lumclaims a large increase in its
On the surface there is no strike mis was asked.
from the ranks of Ottawa and
sentiment in the Ogden shops and "Oh, yes, I am still doing some
neither the employes nor the Harri- - thing," he said. "You see, I have to Vancouver supporters, who it is said
man road centering here, are making!
have realized they have little chance
of winning, ana will support Houston.
(Continued on Page Four.)
preparations for a strike.
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was electrocuted as he groped about built, has since become a part of the
a dark engine room in search of an Chicago, Rock Island & El Paso
electric switch. He was 51 years old
smoked,
And the old brown house was dreary, and the father of eight children.
Fatal Auto Smash.
For nobody smiled and nobody joked,
Steamboat Springs. Colo., Aug. 17.
the old More Than Twice That of New Mexico.
The young folks grumbled,
The assessed valuation of property Elmer Suttle, who was injured in an
folks croaked,
an!? in Wyoming in 1911, exclusive of rail- auto wreck near Steamboat Springs,
They had come home chilled
road, telegraph, telephone and private Colo., died yesterday. Gerald Whita-ker-,
weary.
car company property, is $134,974,031.
who was another occupant of the
This is a decrease of $3,2SS,817 from car, had three ribs broken and one of
came
a
and
the
door,
girl
Then opened
the 1910 valuation, all of the decrease these penetrated the lungs. He is in
in;
DENVER BREAD
being in tHe livestock industry.
a serious condition. The other memOh, she was homely very!
bers of the party, Arthur Whitaker,
Her nose was pug, and her cheek was
Mail Sack Lost Six Years.
who had three ribs broken and Mrs.
thin,
A
mail
I
pouch lost by the mail
to
Arthur Whitaker, who was not seribrow
from
There wasn't a dimple
from Carlsbad to Monument, Ed- ously
injured, are improving.
chin,
In a flood in the Pecos
But her smne was bright end cheery. nvor "nty,
civ vnnvs p v mnntho a trr hoc
"Little Mothers."
Three schools for "little mothers"
and
cold
She spoke not a word of the
Hackberry ,n Eddy county Tbe M. are to be established by the Chicago i
damP
ters in the pouctt were too watersoak- - health
,
department, to teach girls
Nor yet of the gloom about her,
b
eelhip.
from 8 to 14 years old how to care for
But she mended the fire, and lighted
babies. Graduates from the schools
the lamp
Goes Crazy at Hospital.
will be assigned to duty in the teneAnd she put on the place a different
Winerd Class, aged 18 years, sud- ment house districts. Boys are not
stamp
denly went insane at St. Joseph's hos- barred and are to be known as "lither.
From what it had without
When the nurses tle brother mothers."
pital at Denver.
tried to secure him he stabbed himHer dress, which was something in self furiously in the neck with a kn'fe
Injured By Fire Cracker.
sober brown,
and then climbed a trej. His injuries
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
A giant firecracker expioGed in the
And with dampness nearly dripping
are serious.
hand of Joseph Calcaclto at Denver.
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES, She changed lor a origin warm wnm-WE DO NOT "BORE" CUSTOMERS WHO COME IN TO BUY. WE
WE GIVE REGISTER
The mangled right hand was amputatson gown,
DO OUR BUSINESS EASILY. WE SELL TO EVERYBODY AT THE
Prison Guard Killed.
Calcacito
In
ed
the
hospital.
county
And she looked so gay when she came
SAME PRICE ALL THE TIME.
W. F. Carrick, a former Texas rang- was firing the first cracker as the anUP" AND
US "BRACE
IF YOU'VE NEVER DEALT WITH
down,
er, and a prison guard at the Wyom- nouncement of the beginning of the
COME IN.
They forgot the air was nipping.
ing penitentiary since Monday, was religious festival of Saint Rocco,,
OUR TOOLS WILL HOLD THEIR EDGE FOR YOU AND HOLD
found dead with a bullet in his head, which is to last fifteen days. The
YOUR TRADE FOR US.
They forgot that the house was a dull at the big entrance gate to the peni explosion occurred before he could
old place,
tentiary. Nearby a rope ladder hung throw the cracker.
from the wall but no convict had es
And smoky from base to rafter
Wood-Davi- s
And gloom departed from every face caped,
Roberts.
by
Judge
Judgment
As they felt the charm of her mirthf al
A decree favoring the plaintiff has
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14.
Phone 14
Marriage Licenses.
grace,
been handed down by Judge Clarence
Two marriage licenses were issued J. Roberts in the case of to.. Herzstein
And the cheer of her happy laughter.
Don't forget our bread
These lines are like home to us.
Miguela against Jose Max Fernandez. Herzyesterday at Las Vegas.
Oh, give me the girl who will smile Vigil, aged 25, of Sapello, was given a stein is a merchant of Clayton, while
license to wed Jose Trujillo, aged 24, Fernandez resides in Mora county. The
and sing,
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
of Emplazado.
Marielita Olivas, aged suit was for the foreclosure of a mortAnd make all glad together;
20, of Sapello, was given a license to gage on some land in Mora county
To be plain or fair is a lesser thing,
Phone, 191 Black.
become the bride of Nazario Gonzales, which was given to secure a promisBut a kind unselfish heart can bring
MEXICAN HATS
Good cheer in the darkest weather.
aged 50, of the same place.
sory note. The judgment of the court
New and Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter
is for $328.52 and instructs the sheriff
-Humanitarian Beats His Wife.
Mary A. Gillette in Youth's Comof Mora county to make the sale of
Latest in Hand Color
Artistic
Albert Solomon of St. Louis, Mo., ed- the land to satisfy the mortgage.
panion.
Cards.
Post
inf
Framing.
itor of the Humanitarian, in which he
4
admonishes everybody to be kind and
Charged With Horsestealing.
gentle, is under arrest on the charge
"Uncle
was
Ryan
Jimmy,"
brought
THE STATE
of beating his wife and fighting with in Monday and lodged in the county
his brother-in-law- .
The latter also is jail charged with the larceny of a
San Francisco Street.
of disturb horse. It appears, as near as we
l locked up on a
Politician Kills Himself.
ing Solomon's peace.
could get the story, that some time
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
John. Massey, a well known Oklaho
ago he signed a bill of sale to a
Coal-gat- e
Wife Desertion a Felony.
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package ma politician, who was in jail at
horse, and later denied the bill of
broke
for killing Harmon Lane,
William Murdock has been arrested sale and went and got the animal
Fe
out of jail and killed himseif in front in Gunnison, Coio., on a charge o again. At the December, 1909, term
house in
The only exclusive
of his home.
and will be brought to of the district court, he was to have
Denver by Deputy Sneriff C. G. Hol- been tried for the larceny of a calf,
Robbed.
Catholic Church
land. Murdock's arrest is the first un- but Judge McFie threw the case out
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Thieves robbed the Catholic church der the new law, which makes wife as he considered the old man feebleBlack
of
two
Phone
gold
Junction
Grand
Colo.,
in
accountable
for
and family uesertion or failure to pro- minded and hardly
Phone Black
chalices and other gold articles used vide for them a felony.
his actions. Estancia News.
of
value
in the church services. The
the property taken is $500.
(Continued on page seven.)
Serious Charge Against Conductor.
Conductor M. L. Needham of the
Death of Printer.
Santa Fe, was arrested at Las Vegas,
D elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
for two years fore- charged by Mrs. Beatrice Ortiz with
Schoeny,
George
of
hundreds
have
months.
ten
They
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
OF AMERICA
SWITZERLAND
man of the Optic's composing room at snatching her purse containing $10, as
Chickering Bros.
satisfied customers In New Mexico Las
died yesterday of tubercu she was walking along the street and
Bush and Lane.
Vegas,
and Arizona.
THE VALLEY RANCH
losis. He was 42 .years old and leaves when she tried to hold him, twisting
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
children.
three
and
wife
neck.
her
Schiller. ,
to them regarding pianos, prices and
The PLACE, the TIME for a VACATION
S
terms will prove to prospective plane FbuKYea&p.ld Girl Burned by Play- Victor
season is closed.
Same Old
The
.

THE GIRL WHO SMILES.
The wind wa east, and the chimney

The Little Store

J Mcftt

Do GOOD

Know In Every Loaf"

"The Best

d

,

TRY IT

,

i

i

INTER

GROCERY

i

1

GOOD EATING!
Imported Oilthevery bestand Sardines,

Hardware Co.

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

Six Bis: Loaves for 25c.

j

LOUIS NAPOLEON
RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

45

PIANOS

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

n

Jesse-Frenc-

,

Milton and the World Famous Ceciliar.
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
.

j

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Sqaare Music Dealers
SANTA

buyers that thZfirm Of jLearaarcj-Llnhates.
demanl Co. wiMmeet every eustdmer
Husband was
Annie
more than half way in making
in
burned
by hr
Brooklyn
fatally
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat- companions, who in playing Indian,
one
not
business
transaction,
isfactory
tied her to a stake and set her on fire.
of doubt and uncertainty.

CO.

N

::

Story.

Tony Esposito, 20, wanted to show
some smaller boys that his new shotgun could pump shells faster than
other guns, and in demonstrating he
accidentally killed Sylvester Knnttel,
son of a well known
Jr.,
Dies In Pullman.
Denver real estate man, at Arvada
The body of John F. Geiger, a retir yesterday. The Fsposito boy, terried merchant, was found in a state fied, dropped the
shotgun and fled.
room on the Pullman of Rio Grande He had not been found.
train No. 7 in Grand Junction. He was
on his way to Salt Lake. Death was
Dissolution Notice.
due to heart disease.
Notice of an application for dissolu
tion of the Chicago, Rock Island
Added "h" to Pittsburg.
Choctaw Railway Company before the
Postmaster William H. Davis of district judge at Alamogordo on Oc
Pittsburg, Pa., gets another term or tober 9 has been given at Tucumcari.
four years because the Po3t Officfl This company under whose name the
Department has added an "h" to the lucumcari and Memphis road was
name of Pittsburg, which necessitated
the President reappointing him .
Fouj-year-ol- d

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of btfilding material

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Boy Killed In Fight Over Gun.
Earnest Astle, 17, was shot in the
stomach and killed when several boy
companions engaged in a scuffle over
a small repeating rifle at Afton, Wyo.
There were thirteen shells in the

PROSPERITY
will meet you halt way, if you
inforce your energies at

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Falling feet foremost

FRUIT BOXES
FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR

ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
436

Phone

Canon Road.

19

Successor to B. P. Williams

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Prosperity for Raton.
The shop force of workmen in all
departments located within the round
house yards now numbers over 300
men, a figure that has not been eclips
ed since the building of the Belen
"
Raton Range.

Santa Fe, N. M

Zook's Pharmacy

Warned Against Hatpin.
Five minutes after receiving a post
card from her mother warning her of
the danger of hat pins, M13S Mary Mit
chell had her eye pierced f.itii a hat
pin while walking along tbe seashore
at Asbury Park, New Jersey.

RANCH,

Valley Ranch, N.M.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

W. H. KERR

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and

C 41

Salle

La

Restaurant

Telephone

11.

rwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store,
Regular Meals

25,

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

Cents

Short Order at all Hours
THE WEEK $640
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
' BOARD

BY

CALL

New York Chop Stiey SOe.

'Phone

UP

dfc

a

d

S
YOU

CUSTOMER; HERE,
AdIfcdBAaaB4k

Wfcei in Reed of Anyflilnr
in the LIVERY LINE.

Driiers Furnished.
Don Caspar Ave.

For Best Laundry Work

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire' at popular prises Buggies and saddle hereee.
'S KACI UNE
THE0&0IEC0nKK.Pns.lv
. ;
eae Sleek 12.

?

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLASS OF GOODS whether it fee seriously
The quality we uphold. We use
eeded DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
to
In
most
careful
methods
the
catering your pleasure to nuke every ' deal a satisfac: : : t t
tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT
efe dti

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Imperial Laundry

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.

A

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

"r',ain.

WITH
NOT

andRincles;

F. M. JONES.

PHONE RED 122

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Taos at 7 p. m.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Ten miles shorter than any other
Macks
and
Good
coverea
good
way.
team?. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Electrocuted.
Tender
Pump
furnished commercial men to take in
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Carl Schoene, a pump tender in the the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
Phone Red No. 2.
Phone, Red No. 2
Western Chemical works atDenver, Station.

ARE

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
"l

3A1Xp

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

B-n-

Lump

SPRINGS

It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and you will If you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney
water on earth.
Hot
Why not visit Faywood
Springs first, since you will eventually go there anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect
Climate. Booklet
T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Fayweod, N. M.

Texas Is for Wilson.
All factions of Texas Democracy
end every section of Texas were rep
resented at the capital at the organiza.
tion of the Woodrow Wilson Texas
Democratic State League.

IF YOU
Aft

postal will bring you an illusUpper Pecos free.
THE VALLEY

CERRILLOS

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindlm.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
TAEZTUAs.Sro?
85
Telephone
Telephone 85

trated booklet of the
Address,

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Zook's Pharmacy

Your

Phone

trade is what we want.

213

.AAAAAAAtaltAAAAAA

HOT

A

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

Rates, $12 to $15 Per Week.

PHONE RED 122

cut-off.-

V
Phone

-

child
foot augur hole, the
of Richard Crago was jammed for two
hours in water to its chin while rescu
ers were digging him out at Sundance,
Wyoming.

oal

All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
yeur shirts without extra charge.

Black.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

Phone 139 Red

In Well.
into an eleven-

rainy

The FISHING SEASON is open. There
is no better fishing in this counalso
try than at Valley Ranch ; tenhunting, horseback riding,
nis, etc., combined with the
best of board, the best of baths,
the best of everything.

WATER CO.

Fridays.

re-

FAYWOOD
Child Imprisoned

1

Why Import Mineral Water ?

non-sappo-

PIAN05

Learnard-Llndeman-

e

Santa

grain

45

cross-charg-

Ada

A

m

,

213

(
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ANSWERS THE CALL.

TIMETABLE ALL

VIRGINIA'S COAL PRODUCTION
DURING LAST YEAR.

LOCAL TRAINS Santa
The following are tie time tablet
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive -t Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
S westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrv at Santa Fe 11:19
A
p. m.
D. & R. Q. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:06 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east
i-

Notice for Publication.
Not coal land,
department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July

29, 1911.

4

five-yea-

Ise-be-

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 29,1911.
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
W
for lot 3, and SE
section 25,
Sec. 24, and E 2 NW
township 15 N, range 11 E.," N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before the register or receiver, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Rivera of Glorieta, N. M.; Bioente Lucero
of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
9733-0765-

1--4

1--

1--

five-yea-

Can-did-

o

Register.
Notice for Puollcation.
Not coal.
Department of tue Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
31, 1911.

July
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo

Leyba qf Galisteo, N. M., who , on
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
for SW
of section
No.
14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M.
P. meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver,
V, S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 13tn day of September, 1911.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lopez, Emiterio Leyba, Macario
Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of Leyba,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
9021-0727-

it

Foster-Mllbur-

Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
of Section
for the NE
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jacinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Martinez, Bioente Lucero, botn of
l,
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
9735-0765-

Fe People Have Found That
This is True.
Total Output More Than Twice That
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
of New Mexico and Exceeding
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Best Record.
Spells of backache often follow.
Or some irregularity of the urine. I Virginia's coal production is stead
A splendid remedy for such attacks. ily increasing. The total output of
A medicine that has cured thou- the state in 1910 was 6,507,997 short
sands.
tons, with a spot value of $5,877,486,
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true kid- according to Edward W. Parker, coal
ney remedy.
statistician of the United States GeoMany Santa Fe people rely on
logical Survey.
Here is Santa Fe proof.
Virginia established two new recAlbino Ortega, College St, Santa ords in the statistics of her coal proFe, N. M., says: "For several years duction in 1910; first, in quantity of
I had trouble from my back and kid- coal produced (6,507,997 short tons),
neys. It was hard for me to work, and second, in the amount and perowing to pains in my loins and any centage of increase over the precedsudden movement
aggravated my ing year. The production in 1909,
trouble. My reEt was disturbed by a 4.752,217 short tons, had exceeded all
too frequent desire to void the kid- previous records, but this was beaten
ney secretions and the passages were in 1910 by the unprecedented increase
scanty and painful. Public state- of 1,755,780 tons, nearly 37 per cent.
ments given by local people who had The value increased $1,626,430, or 38
used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit, per cent, from $4,231,056 to $3,877,486.
induced me to try them. I found re- Although little if any of the Virginia
lief at once and after I had used the product was shipped to the west to
contents of one box, my back was free make up the deficiency caused by the
from pain. My kidneys are now nor prolonged strike in the mines of the
mal and I feel better in every day." Mississippi Valley states, the shortFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 age in those Btates was the indirect
cents.
Co., Buffalo, cause of the remarkable increase in
New York, sole agents for the United Virginia's tonnage. The strike in the
States.
middle west naturally created an unRemember the name Doan's and usual demand upon the coal mines of
take no other.
West Virginia, and a large part of the
production of that state, customarily
NOTICE.
sent to the seaboard, was diverted to
Department of Territorial Engineer. the temnorarlly more profitable mar
Number of Application 518.
kets in the west. This demand in
Santa Fe, N. M., July 20th, 1911.
turn gave opportunity for a larger outNotice is hereby given that on the let to the seaboard for Virginia coals,
31st day of March, 1911, In acordance an opportunity of which the Virginia
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of coal men were not slow to take ad
1907, L. A. Hughes of Santa Fe, Coun- vantage.
ty of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mex- Good Per Capita Output by the Miners
ico, made an application to the TerVirginia stands well up among the
ritorial Engineer of New Mexico for states
in the quantity of coal pro
a.
permit to appropriate from the pub- duced for each man employed.
In
lic waters of the Territory of New 1910
the number of men employed was
Mexico.
7,264 who worked an average of 241
Such appropriation is to be made
The average production per
from San Leonardo Canon at a point days.
man was 89C tons for the year, and
identical with intake of old Truchas 3.72 tons for each day. Both of these
ditch located about half way between
are better than those shown
the plaza of Las Trampas and head averages
in the majority of the coal producing
of Leonardo Canon being same ditch
states. Most of the miners in tne
abandoned by Truchas people for a state work 10 hours a day. Of the
new ditch on Rio Quemado, by means
5,710
7,264 men employed in 1910,
of diversion and 10 cu. ft. per sec.
10 hours and 1,021 worked 9
worked
is to be conveyed to lands on Montes
hours. Only one mine was reported
Vigil Grant, by means of ditches, etc., as
working 8 hours.
and there used for Irrigation of 1,000
To Virginia belongs the distinction
and
domestic
acres, power
purposes. of
produced the first bitumi
The Territorial Engineer will take noushaving
coal mined in the United States.
this application up for consideration
was not
on the 20th of October, 1911, and all This initial output, however,
from that portion of the state
derived
persons who may oppose the granting which now gives Virginia some promof the above application must file
as a producer of coal, but was
their objections
substantiated with inence
from what Is generally
obtained
affidavits with the Territorial Enginas the Richmond basin, a small
eer and copy with applicant on or be- knownnear
the city of Richmond.
area
fore that date.
Discovery of Coal.
Early
CHARLES D. MILLER,
of coal In the RichThe
existence
Territorial Engineer. mond basin was known as
early as
1700, though mining did not begin uncheck
Pills
the
will
Foley Kidney
til the latter part of the century. In
progress of your kidney and bladder 1789 shipments were made to some of
trouble and heal- by removing the the northern, states. In 1822, accord
cause. Try them. For sale by all
ing to R. C. Taylor, in his "Statistics
druggists.
of Coal," the production amounted to

1--4

Pla-cld-

n

short tons. For nearly a century the Richmond basin maintained
some prominence as a coal producer,
but when, in 1882, the Pocahontas
district was opened up, and especial
ly when, soon afterward, the New
River field, in West Virginia, was de
veloped, the mines In the Richmond
basin were put at a disadvantage and
operations In them were for a num
ber of years practically suspended.
The mining of coal in southwestern
Virginia, whence the present production chiefly comes, began with the
completion of the New River division
of the Norfolk and Western Railroad
in 1883, in which year the first carload of Pocahontas coal was shipped
to Norfolk and distributed among the
poor. During the next 10 years near
ly the entire production of the state
was obtained from this locality in
Tazewell county, which forms a part
of the famous Pocahontas-Fla- t
Top
coal field. The development of the
coal resources of Lee county was be
gun in 1905, in the area known as
the "Pocket" district. This district
is chiefly contained in what is knows
as Black Mountain, a portion of the
Cumberland range. Here no less than
twelve (separate beds of workable
thickness' have beep located, and sev
eral mining operations are in progress
as shown by the production in 1910.
Most of the coal Is of high grade
steam and coking quality. Although
the coal fields of southwestern Virginia are of comparatively small extent, the high quality of the coal and
the number and thickness of the beds
give promise of a considerably in
creased production within the next
few years.
54,000

The New Mextr.ua Prhuang eon-panhas prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the nse of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings. In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers And canvas aides, hall full
index in front and the fees of Justice?
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the Drat page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in eivU and criminal dockets,
separate of 33 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 page
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices

Register. Civil or Criminal
12.78
Combined Civil and Criaiiti.-- J .. 4.00
Do not allow your kidney and bladFor 45 cents actional for a single
der trouble to develop beyond the docket, or 55 cents additional for a
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid- combination docket, they will be sent
ney Pills. They give quick results by mall or prepaid express. Cash la
and stop Irregularities with surpris- full must accompany order. State
ing promptness. For sale by all drug- plainly whether English or Spanish
gists.
printed beading is wanted.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by W,aT

Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot

HORSE RACING AT
ALBUQUERQUE

of the West .at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
rain or snow during the
day, but little
"
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
al! graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.
.For particulars and Illustrated
address:

Albuquerque,

N. M., Aug.

FAIR.
17.

Al-

though automobiles have been perfected to such an extent that they are
very popular with the people who can
afford them as a means of transportation and for pleasure; although the
aeroplane is in its ascendency, and
biplane flights attract hundreds of
thousands still the good old horse is
Just about as popular a sever. The
popularity of the horse Is Indicated
by the large number of entries made
for the pacing and trotting races at
the New Mexico state fair to be held
in Albuquerque October 9 to 14. En
tries closed August 1. Because of
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
the fact that the New Mexico associaSuperintendent
tion recently joined the newly organ
ized "Santa Fe Racing Circuit," it has
been possible to secure more horses
better ones than for many years.
AUTO CO.,
N. M and
The races will Include a free for all
pace, purse $500; a 2:30 trot, stake
a 2:24 pace, purse $500; a 2:18
allowance
Baggage
tc $500;
100 lbs.
Carrying the TJ. 8. mall and paspace,
purse $500; a 2:20 trot, purse
sengers between Vaughn, N. II, and saea regular ticket, excess baggage $500; a 2:12 pace, "Bull" Durham
at
the rate of 15.00 per hundred lbs
stake, purse $1,000 offered by the
Roswell, N. M connecting with the
We are equipped to carry any kind Blackwell Durham Smoking Tobacco
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock IsCompany; a 2:30 pace, purse $500;
a
of trunk er baggage, up to 1,500
land Railroads and the Atchison,
a free for all trot, purse $500.
and
ft Santa, Fe Railroad.
rates are given ' for excur Some of the best horses, drivers and
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arsions, tor eight or more passengers. Jockeys,' In the racing game, will be
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
the fair, and partiwrit
the in attendance at of
ar-'. For further 'information,
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. m
events. Reduced
in the card
cipate
Roswell Auto Co.. Roswell, N. M.
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
rates for fair visitors have been granted on all railroads in New Mexico
and Arizona from Trinidad, Colo., and
El Paso, Texas. '
;

ROSWELL

ROSWELL,

To-pek-

J W. STOCKARD.

l
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DUST DEALS IN
CONSUMPTION AND DEATH.

JEW PROSPERITY

Tuberculosis

FOR

CEILLOS

Smelter andSixMiningClaims
Taken 0 er by Sunset
Company
TO PUSH MINING OPERATIONS

in Tom Payne
Development
Workings Has Been Already Started-

The most important bit of news in
the mining world divulged for years
is the announcement that the Sunset Mining and Smelting Company.
W. L. Staley, president, has taken
over under lease and bond from the
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque, the
smelter at Los Cerrillos, 30 miles
noith of Santa Fe, and six mining
claims, five miles west of that place.
The Sunset
Company as Is well
known has been for some time developing valuable copper and leai properties in the Hell canyon district 20
miles southeast of Albuquerque.
President Staley of the Sunset Company ivno returned to Albuquerque
from Ctrullos yesterday confirmed
the story of the closing of the deal
and says that work has already begun cn the development of the Tern
Fuyne mine which has been worked
more extensively than any of the oth
er claims. All drifts will be extended
as rapidly as possible and sinking
will be rebiimed on the main shut.
The mines and smelter were operated by the Consolidated
Mining
and Smelting Company until about
seven years ago, when they were involved in litigation whence they re
cently emerged as the property of the
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque.

"After careful investigation," said

Mr. Staley yesterday, "It is my opinion
that the previous failures at the Cerrillos plant were not on account of
poor mines, but on account of defects
in the operation of the smelter and
the attempt to run it as a custom
smelter; depending on the smelter Instead of the mines. Practically no
stoping was done, as all the work was
in the nature of development.
The
mine is in perfect shape to begin
mining, as large quantities of high
grade ore are exposed ready to stope
and all future development work will
be done in ore."
The old company shipped in old
dumps from various parts of New
Mexico which did not mill as expected."
Mr. Staley says there are several
thousand tons of ore carrying lead,
zinc and silver actually blocked out
in the Tom Payne mine and a much
greater quantity in sight upon which
the company can safely figure, with
indications of larger and richer deposits below. The deepest working
now is only 200 feet.
The smelter nas a capacity of 100
tons of lead, zinc, gold and silver ore
and 30 tons of copper ore per day,
and the new management expects to
develop enough lead and zinc to keep
the plant busy. This smelter was operated altogether only a few months
and the machinery is said to be prac
tically, as good as new. The Sunset
Company will remodel the plant into

a Joint concentrator

and

smelter,

which will make it possible to handle
profitably very low grade ore. The
plant as formerly operated failed to
make a good separation of the lead
and zinc, but will be remodeled with
the best of machinery for that purpose.
"We will also build an aerial tram
way system," said Mr. Staley, "connecting the mines and mill, which will
make it possible to handle a lower
grade of ore than if the concentrator
were located at the mines, and this
will save a big expense in hauling.
The proposed improvements will be
made at once. There are several carloads of high grade ore on the dump
and after a week's preparatery work
we will be mining several tons of ore
each day. We will begin shipping ore
as soon as the roadway can be repaired and ship until the mill is

ready to operate."
Regarding the Hell canyon properties Mr. Staley says the company will
not do any further work there until
after it gets the Cerrillos properties
in fujll operation. Development of
the properties will then be pushed
wltha view to Installing a concentrator and turning out copper concentrates which will be shipped to the
Cerrillos smelter.
Mr. Staley says he has no doubt
that with a moderate expenditure the
Cerrillos property can be made one
of the best paying propositions In the
territory, as the ore is there and every piece of machinery can be used. s
The revival of operations at
should give a great Impetus to
mining In the central districts of the
territory as one great drawback has
been the lack of a place where the
small operator could ship his ore on
account of the freight rates.
There will be no reorganization of
the Sunset company, but the new
property will be held and operated by
the original concern. "It is our in
tention," said Mr, Staley, "to treat all
our stockholders right and they shall
share In whatever we get hold of that
Cer-riillo-

looks good."
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August Number Has Discussion
Him on Rail vs. Water Trans-

Gov-

Opn

Study
Windows the Cure.

RIPLEY WRITES
MAGAZINE.

IN EMPLOYES'

by

Colfax County.
portation,
The construction 'of the inclines
The leading article in the August
A warning against the dangers of for the new tipple at the Sugarite
dust was issued in a statement mnde mine began yesterday. The old bunk number of the Santa Fe Employes'
reprinted
today by the National Association house, formerly used es quarters for Magazine, just issued is
for the Study and Prevention of Tub- workmen during the ice cutting sea- from the Chicago Tribune, being a
erculosis, in which it is shown that son, is being replastered and repaired reply by President Ripley of the Santa
the percentage of deaths caused by for a hotel to accommodate the large Fe to one previously appearing in the
tuberculosis in dusty trades is more force of miners, carpenters, etc., that same paper by E. S. Conway, entitled
'
Waterway
Transportation
than double that for all employed men will be busy in that vicinity during "What
"Rail versus
in the registration area of the Unit- the next several months. The contract means to the State."
ed States.
grading work is now employing the Water Transportation" is the title of
As a result of the dangers from services of thirty teams and the re- i President Ripley's answer, which is
a vigorous defense against strictures
consumption to those exposed to vari- quired complement of men, amounting made
by Conway against the big railous forms of dust, and at the request at present to sixty. More are needed.
roads.
of the National Association, the Unit- Seven more weeks will be consumed
"Paymaster for Forty Years" is the
ed States government
recently ap- in this work, at which time the tipple,
of another very interesting story
pointed a commission to work in co- store and a number of company houses style
in this number. Paymaster
James
will
be
for
accommodation.
state
ready
in
with
authorities
operation
in the service for forty years,
Moore,
Raton
Range.
coninto
an
the
investigation
making
appearing as the frontispiece of the
ditions of the metal mining industries
Taos County.
There is a splendid illusin the United States, with special ref"The Barela mine is having an ex- magazine.
erence to diseases of the lungs. The pert to examine same at an expense trated write up of Newton Kansas,
where the slogan is "Now Notice Newwork of the commission engaged in of $.V) per dy.
The Kelly claim
a
this special task will follow lines near Red River city has over one hun- ton"; and "Securing Water Supply"
tells graphically of the solution of this
somewhat similar to those worked out dred feet yet to be sunk to reach the
Important prob.em on the western
by the Royal Commission of Austra- point they are driving for. A whim lines
of the Santa Fe.
The Lone Star
lia, whose report was recently received if being constructed.
Amongst the mass of bright and
lode near Red River is assuming
in this country.
valuable miscellany is a unique photo"Dusts are of three kinds," says the ' shape for mine patent. A contract is
on
the Pratt claims for a graph by Brakeman J. C. Layman of
National Association; "factory, street, reported
Belen, showing a freight train as
and house dusts." The statement re--. 200 foot tunnel. Work will commence viewed
from the caboose roof, passing
fers to the results obtained through in- as soon as grub stake can be hauled over the
largest fill in the world Just
in.
will
The
be
at
Bureau
for
of
bought
supplies
the
vestigations made
of Vaughn.
west
mine
is
RivGuesta.
in
This
the Red
Labor, by Frederick L. Hoffman. While
among males generally in the regis-- , er district." Questa Gazette.
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
tration area of the United States 14.5 '
SECURES NEW BOOKS.
SANTA
FE
BUSINESS
conper cent of all deaths are from
COLLEGE
NOTES
sumption, the mortality among grindDonated by Light Company Instituers from this disease is 49.2 per cent, ' The students are planning to hold
tion Advertised in Argentine
a
1 in
about
reception
September
in
of
an,,
the dusty trades
hardly any
Republic by Magazine.
new
their
quarters.
i3 it below 23 per cent. The, percenDillman Kinsell was a visitor at the
tuberculosis
tage of deaths from
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 17. The
College last Friday afternoon, the
among all those exposed to metalic
library of the Univeislty of New Mexiof Jose Diaz.
guest
dust is 36.9 per cent; to mineral djst,
Last Thursday the students of the co has received a nandr.omo addition
28.6 per cent; to vegetable fibre dust,
folded about three thousand as a result of thi generosity of ManaCollege
28.8 per cent; to mixed animal and
circulars and letters to be sent outi ger W. P. Woy of tue
light
other forms of dust, 32.1 per cent;
twelve
company who has donated
the College.
by
orto street dust, 25.5 per cent; and to
Misses Baca and Chapman helped! splendid volumes on electrical engiganic, or dust coming from the arti-- ' at the rummage table during the Plaza neering which will prove invaluable
cles being manufactured, 23 per cent.
to the work in that department of the
last Thursday afternoon.
The statement speaks als, of the Fete,
Harold Wagner enrolled at the Col-- university.
President Gray yesterday
from
house dust, especially in lege last
dangers
He will take a expressed great appreciation of the
Friday.
'
rooms that are not well vsutilateti. course in
bookkeeping.
gift which wilil be a big aid in the
The Association warns asivins dry
Miss Jessie Law, one of the short- - present task of improving the library
use
and
of
the
sweeping,
against the
hand students, spent two
in Es-- ; to such an extent that it will be one of
feather duster, or othe. devices that panola, visiting relatives. days
the most valuable in the southwest
scatter, bu; do not take up the dust.
Miss Julia Jaffa, in the shorthand!
Advertising in Argentina.
Since the ordinary dust
blown department, left last Saturday forj President
Gray has received a copy
Is
about in the streets
impregnated RoBwell, going with her parents, Sec-- ; of an illustrated magazine published
with diseasa germs, the National Asso-- retary and Mrs. Jaffa, in their auto-- j in
the Argentine Republic in which
ciation urges the adoption of methods mobile.
he was surprised to find an excellent
that will prevent the further dissemMiss Ada Harvey entered the book-- j illustrated article on the
University
ination of such bacilli. It also urges keeping department today.
of New Mexico, dealing chiefly with
for the coming months of fall and winJohn Ervien, a student in the book-- i the unique Pueblo
architecture.
ter, more open windows and more' keeping department, left last SaturHe will not return
fresh air in house, shop, and school day for Roswell.
until Saturday.
room.
BRANI.
Miss Emma Goebel, in the bookLudl'-Auk yoni- llmxKirt for
j
Klumon JTlmndZU
COMPANY WILL PLANT
keeping department, was absent from fr"N5aS
'" ' rd "' Blu
"!!
'""'
V
BIG PEACH ORCHARD. school today, on account of sickness. fcv
1'ake no o(hp. Rut nf vnor
I iW llr BraiMf.
Robert D. Willison received the ten I C
UlAMUNlt IIHAM I'iJ.l.H.f r tS
years known as Best. Safest. Always Kellabl
Smudge Pot Proves Insurance against dollar prize for securing the greatest A
number of students.'
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Late Frosts in Carlsbad District
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Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 16. This season has settled definitely that the
peach is a certain crop every year
and that it pays unaer the Carlsbad
project. Heretofore a crop now and
then was taken by a late frost. But
the smudgepot is insurance against
late frost; the thinning of the fruit in
spring assures good size; the constant
sunshine guarantees color and flavor;

expert pickers and packers eet the
fruit feady for the market without de
e
commislay or loss; and
sion men do the rest. The success of
this season's campaign has woke up
the people to the possibilities at home
for money making.
There is now somethine over EOS
acres in orchard' under the project
Most of this in new planting and onlj
something over a hundred acres nro- duced commercial
crops this year.
This winter will be the banner year
for planting of trees. In Carlsbad a
company is organized to set out an or- chard of 160 acres just north of town,
between the boulevard to la Huerta
and the river. The land is sandy, well
drained and slopes to the east, and is
especially well adapted to peach grow- ing. The company is composed of local people who have lived here for
many years. No details are given out
yet until the organization is comnlet-ed. The land, however, has been con
tracted for. It is expected that inside
of a month work will be started In
earnest. The planting of peaches and
otner rruit, however, will be a general
through the project Many farmers
have planted a little each year as o.
matter of experiment and are now
ready to plant more extensively.
wide-awak-

More people, men and women are
suffering frcn kidney and bladder
trouble than ever before, and eaca
year more of them turn for quick re
lief and permanent benefit to Foley's
Kidney
Remedy, which has proven
itself to be one of the most effective

remedies for kidney and bladder
ments, that medical science has
vised. For sale - all druggists.

'
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MIGHTY

Shoe Salle
IT'S
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!
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Don't fail to see us if you care to

save money on shoes.
500 men wanted to buy
SHOES and OXFORDS

Values to $4.50 and
$5.00, for small price ..

$2.50

LADIES'
CANVAS
OXFORDS

do.

l-

CHURCH RECOGNIZES WEDDING
OF EAMES AND GOGORZA.

Lost of Time Means Loss of Pay.
Kidney trouble and the ills It breeds
means lost time and lost pay to many
a working man. M. Balent, 1214 Little Penna St., Streator, 111., was so
bad from kidney and bladder trouble
that he could not work, but he says:
"I took Foley Kidney Pills for only
a short time and got entirely well
and was soon able to go hack to work,
and am feeling well and healthier than
before." Foley Kidney Pills are tonic
in action, quick In results a good 7 last
friend to the working man or woman
The report that Mme. Eames paid
For a large sum for a dispensation Is
who suffer from kidney Ills.
ale by all druggists.

WITH A RUSH

lack of space and
OWING to theroom
for the new
goods that are arriving from day
to day, we have decided to continue our sale

ail-

Paris, Aug. 17 It is apparent that
a controversy has arisen concerning
the status of the recent marriage of
Mme. Eames, the celebrated singer,
and Emilio De Gogorza, the baritone
and the statement is made on authority that in the eyes of the church neith
er had ever been married before.
Mme. Eames has never been baptized and as a consequence she is
looked upon as an infidel. Her first
wedding is not, therefore, considered
binding. She was for this reason entitled to embrace Catholicism and
marry Gogorza.
The latter, it is pointed out, was
married previously by a magistrate
and that ceremony is not recognized
by the church. The attitude is taken
that the church is concerned only
with the marriage of Eames and Gogorza which was celebrated on July

ON

Your choice,

20

OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Dally, per sconth, by carrier.... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
ally, per year, by mail

at the Santa Fa

Postoffice.

Daily, six monthi, by mail
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
v
Weekly, per quarter . ,

.50j
1.00
2.00
.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
'

It is tent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico.
and
circulation
a
and
has
growing
in
the
large
Territory,
every postoffice
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

'THE SENATE AND ARBITRATION.
The announcement from Washing- Statehood not later than next Tues
day. The Democrats have backed n
Great
down completely in their untenable Eritajn an(i France are interested
ob- may be amended by the United States
position on the recall and the last
Senate, may mean, and probably will
is
Such
removed.
been
stacle has
that President Taft s signal ser-toutlook this afternoon, and the mean,
viceg tQ the civilized WOrld will be an- will
New Mexican believes that it
nulIed
bal-The agreement, as originally framed,
prove true. As to the little blue
named
lot, New Mexico, while it has objec-- provided that the three nations
should submit all international ms- if
it
to
it,
is
accept
very
ready
tions,
to the decision of an arbitration
It will hardly be- putes
brings statehood.
board. An amendment to the terms
come an issue in the first campaign, of the pact by the United States Senand every one should be free to vote ate would almost certainly result in
for or against it, without being read the withdrawal of the other nations
concerned from all participation in the
out of either party on account of it.
agreement.
de
of
its
The New Mexican is certain
Moreover, it is hinted that President
feat, but does not Deneve in mams Taft will withdraw the agreement
it a test of Darty fealty. All's well that rather than permit it to stand after
tampering has made it a
ends well and New Mexico may now senatorial
half - hearted and, probably, an ineffec- prepare to launch out upon its glorious ... .
career as a state.
It is not to be credited that this action by the Senate is a result of the
PRAISES criticisms of a famous British
PAPER
DEMOCRATIC
man and author, as has been intimated
VETO.
That President Taft finds support in some of the press dispatches, ac- Long before Ambassador Bryce
recall,!
w hi stand aeainst
duties between
diplomatic
of
cepted
the
not only among
Republicans
States,
the Southwest, but also among the Great Britain and the UnitedCommon-ing
Democrats, is indicated by the follow-- 1 he wrote his "American
the
El; wealth," in which he described
editorial in the Democratic
nited States Senate in decidedly
Paso Times, which for some years has
He foresaw then
hom, the nreati nf the conservative prophetic terms.
Said the much of the weakness of that instituin Arizona.
Democracy
tion which has become lamentably apTimes yesterday:
Mr. Bryce
"The expected has happened In the parent in recent years.
veto of the Arizona and New Mexico reached the broad conclusion in the
statehood measure by President Taft, work named that the experiment of
and the predictions of those who democracy had not yet proved a suc
warned Arizona of what was going to cess in the United States a conclu
happen have been completely verified. sion which was reasonably enough re
Those Arizona statesmen who not jected by many good Americans, who
only insisted that the president would held that in principle, at least, democnot have the nerve to veto an act of racy was right, and and that it requir
the sovereign people of Arizona, but ed a long time for its complete devel
predicted that statehood Would be opment; that, moreover, it already
accomplished during,. the special ses- was working in the Ut?Hed States
sion of Congress," now have ample op more satisfactorily than the pldgj
portunity to contemplate the effect of forms of government ill other parts
v - t
a of the world.
advice.
their"The political bungling embodied
Nevertheless, the public has reached
In the Flood resolution, which instead a point where it will be more than
of eliminating the objectionable re- half willing to concede that the United
call of the judiciary, sought to hood- States Senate is in a fair way :0 prove
wink the president with the provision that it is one of the weak spots in the
that the constitution was simply to big experiment.
At the present mohe referred back to the people off ment two members of the Senate arc
Arizona for an endorsement of the charged with occupying
purchased
document at the polls by the people, seats. The body has
been ie- 'ong
refused
did not work. The president
to as a rich men's club. Very
ferred
to rise to the bait, and he has done
certainly the members of the Senate
just exactly what he told the people are in no sense representativ men
of Arizona he would do since he first
Nothing fen be more certain than
learned of the objectionable clause that
the rank and file of men everyin their state constitution.
where
are in favor of a aiovcmcn.
"President Taft does not mince
to the end of war. It is the
words in his veto of statehood for looking
masses of the people who beat the
Arizona and New Mexico in the presentation of the veto document He burdens of war.
Senate is in a po
The United
says that while the constitution of sition where States
it can go far toward reNew' Mexico has been approved both
on
by Congress and himself, no such ac- deeming itself, and where it can,
tion has at any time been taken with the other hand, place another long
regard to the constitution of Arizona, distance between itself and tb.3 Ameri
and owing to the fact that the Flood can people.
STATEHOOD ASSURED.
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ly crowded as to prevent its raising
crops each year worth more than
twice the total assessed wealth of
New Mexico. To many under the impression that" alfalfa is grown only
west of the Missouri, it will be a surprise to be told by the census bureau
today, that Pennsylvania last year
a
sold its alfalfa crop for $143,654,
tidy little sum. The Keystone State
last year raised more than $27,000,000
worth of corn, $23,000,000 worth of
wheat, more than $14,000,000 worth of
worth of
oats, $46,000,000
forage
crops, $12,000,000 worth of tomatoes,
and $4,000,000 worth of tobacco.

How Abolut That Fire Insurance?

Think About It!
THE

Sash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money
the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

IK

:
$150,000
Capital Stock, , :
Undivided
and
Profits,
80,000
Surplus

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Window Frames,
Boor Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Assistant Cashier.

THE FIRST NATI OIL
MEXICO.

Santa Fe Planing Mill
Mouldings,

F. McKAiNE,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

:

Cashier.

READ,

A. HIGHER

OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

COMPANY

E

:

GENERAL AGENTS,

With senatorial candidates limited
to spending $10,000, anu congressional
candidates to $5,000, the first state
election in New Mexico would be rather tame were it not for the fact that
there is nothing in the federal law
about to be placed on the statute
books, to prevent the friends of sena
torial and congressional candidates
spending as much money as they
please. But even with tne $10,000 limcandidates
it, with some twenty-fiv- e
for the Senate end the House on both
sides, the pickings for the workers
will not be so small. What chance
has the man with less than $5,000 in
his jeans to be elected
Congress?

--

MOULTON-ESP-

j

FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

:

J. B.

President.

PALEM,

L

1

;

,,,,

.

states-TAFT'-

j

'

j

t

'

ill-ti-

V
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California is a great poultry state.
Its climate is especially adapted to
chicken farming, and it is not surprising therefore to read in a census
bulletin today that California shas
more than twice as many fowls as it
has people and that these are valued
at almost four million dollars, But
in other domestic animals, too, California has great wealth, in fact almost $120,000,000 worth, or, more than
twice the total taxable assessment of
New Mexico. Cattle number 1,863,-09horses 462,872; mules 68,623;
burros 2,487; swine 749,643; sheep
2,234,125, and goats 128,181.

P. M. HESCH, Jr.

Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

state that Henry WHEAT, CORN AND OATS
The dispatches
REIGN HIGHER TODAY.
Rickoff in Iowa who had been bereft
of his speech by lightning began to
talk when he stepped on the business Little Selling Only Feature Today In
an Otherwise Stagnant Wheat
end of a tack, but they discreetly do
Market,
not say what his first word was.
,

If two men are killed flying in the
air, the newspapers give two columns
to it. If an automobile turns turtle
and kills half a dozen, three printed
lines generally suflice to tell the
Manufacturing in West Virginia is story.
of comparative recent growth and
rrrrrm
yet, during the census year, the proThe addine of an "h" to Pittsburg,
ducts of West Virginia mills, factories
will not make the place any hot-and shops,: amounted to $161,960,000 Pa, or wickeder. In fact, many will
or about three times the total assessed maintain that it is impossible to add
valuation of New Mexico.
Seventy either to the heat or the wickedness
thousand hands were given employ- of the Smoky City.
ment and 222,000 horsepower were utilized. More than $150,000,000 of cap- ' The thousand or more shade trees
ital were invested and almost $40,000,-00- set out this spring in thia taity, most
are paid out annually in wages. of them furnished by the city, need
Some day, New Mexico too, will show
water, and incidentally, the weeds
figures of that kind, and every loyal eround them should be cut.
New Mexican can do something to
1.LB
basten that day.
STOCK. MARKET CONTINUES

1

;

0

Credit must be given the Santa Fe
Water and Light Company for its disposition to help the advancement of
Santa Fe in every direction. It was
the only one of the corporations, having poles and wires in the city, that
expressed itself willing to substitute
steel poles .for the ugly wooden ones
on Streets
beiag asphalted
or macadamized. The company is also
figuring on another reservoir 'n the
Santa Fe canon, to develop power as
well as to furnish an additional water
supply for irrigation and domesuc
use.

& SON

TO BE RATHER

DULL.

There Were Losses at Opening But
Union Pacific and U. S. Steel
Rally and Are Firm.
(By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)tot
New "Hork,., Aug. 17 Selling
stocks was resumed at the opening
today with losses of a point and a
quarter in Great Northern preferred,
and a point each for Reading, St. Paul,
Missouri Pacific, Northern Pacific,
and
Virginia-CarolinChemical,
Brooklyn Rapid Transit. There were
heavy fraotional declines in Union
Pabiflc, American Smelting, National
Lead and U. S. Steel.
The only noteworthy gains at the
opening werea point each for Canadian Pacific and Republic Iron and
Steel, preferred.
In keeping with its recent course
the market became dull on the rally,
the bears playing with extreme cau
tion. Advices from London gave
hope of improvement in the labor situation in the British provinces but
the general financial situation abroad
a

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111, Aug. 17. The local

I
j

wheat market advanced today, partly
a natural reaction from therecent decline and partly in sympathy with
firmness at Minneapolis.
September opened a shade higher
and
to
to
higher at 89
on early buy-te- r
advanced to 89
1--

1-- 4

8

4

4

8

.;
ing.
The close was firm with September
cent up at 90l-8- ,
There was not much trade in corn,
but prices advanced in sympathy with
wheat. September opened unchanged
and sold at 64
at ;U
The close was firm, September
c
up at 64
Oats were sympathetically higher.
end
September unchanged at 41
sold to 31
2

8

8

A little Belling was tne only feature
in an otherwise stagnant mark. Jan.
under yesteruary pork opened 2
day at 16.22
September lard 2
lower at 8.90 and September ribs 2
lower at 9.00.
COTTON.
New York, Aug. 17. Cotton spot
closed quiet, 20 points lower;
Mid
dling uplands 12.40;
middling
gulf
12.65. No sales.
2

2

The Palace Hotel
William Vaughn, Prop.

of the Best Hotels

One

;

the West

in

ROOMS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample
Boom for Com
iner&al Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
'
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$3.00

Proprietor.

TO

$2.50
A

DAY

1-- 2

LUMMIS HERE; TALKS OF WORK.
(Continued

From Page One.)

finish that book on the Early RoThat is good news for Santa Fe
mances of America. I am greatly incounty, that the smelter at Cerrillos
is to resume operations without unterested in that work. It will deal with
events that happened many years ago.
necessary delay and that intelligent
For instance, do you know that 350
effort will be made to exploit the
years ago ox teams took as much vallarge mineral deposits of the Cerriluable cargo from Vera Cruz through
los district. It will mean prosperity
Mexico as a transcontinental train
for a section tributary to Santa Fe,
now carries?
am dealing with the!
that has suffered many ups and downs
the past thirty years and which yet
glories of past ages, but glories of
America."
has the resources, which if properly
Lummis said that he would stay
developed, should mean riches for
unfavorable dis- out at the Rito until it closes Its
many and employment at remunera- was the subject of
cussion.
Other developments, if not camp there and then go to Denver
tive wages for many more.
altogether encouraging, were at least and back to Los Angeles. Whether
which
his eyes get better or not he intends
The Raton Range makes the un- negatively. The firmness with
toincreased
its
Pacific
Union
gain
to keep on working and what a work
happy suggestion that an investigatwith U. S. Steel, were the er he has been
ing committee be appointed by Con- gether
during his fifty-tw- o
of the early
'
years of age!
gress to investigate why New Mexico noteworthy features
were
Bonds
easy.
resolution under which it Is sought to
did not break into the Union. Hasn't
His Career,
admit both territories applies equally
Market Weak.
Here's another woman who shot and the Range learned that Hon. Albert
Born in Lynn, Mass.,' in 1859, he
17.
market
The
to both, it is necessary to deny New killed her husband, whom she had sup- J. Beveridge is no longer in Congress
New York, Aug.
was graduated at Harvard University
Mexico statehood in order to reach ported for years only to discover again and that Hon. A. A. Jones can not be closed weak.
.
in 1881.
newspaper work
and prevent the objectionable fea and again that he spent the money she appointed chairman of such a comThe very dealing showed a decline in Ohio heAfter some,
as a walker.
ture of the Arizona constitution.
earned for him in riotous living. This mittee? And how could such an in- aagin, despite reports that the Union He marchedgained fame
from Cincinnati 3,500
"The president reviews the Arizona was in Denver; the deed similar to It vestigation be satisfactory
unless Pacific Company contemplated issuing
miles in 143 days.,
v
provision for the recall of the judici- the week before, was et San Francis- those two gentlemen did the investi- a favorable statement The selling
were spent In
The next five
ary at extreme length, pointing out co, where the girl wife declared in gating?
was suggestive ot- bear attacks, and New Mexico years
and the southwest
the dangers that attend the proposi- agony: "I was willing to work my
wiped out the early gain with some studying Indian languages and custion in the most succinct manner. Of
D.
a
States
steel, toms.
C,
Writing from Washington,
issues, including United
fingers off for him, if he only would
He delved into archaeology
judicial temperament and training, have been good!" No wonder, that Democratic
correspondent declares Southern Pacific,' I Reading, Great and founded the Southwest Archae
to
the situation presents itself
his the Fall River,
Massachusetts, Roman speaking ot the presidential election Northern preferred, Northern Pacific, ological Institute . of America of
mind with such a clarity of vision that Catholic
declared to the conven next year: ""The political probabili Lehigh Valley, St. Paul and Amalga America of which he is still secretary.
priest
he is able to make perfectly clear tion of Catholic Abstinence Unions at ties are not favorable to the Demo mated copper, under yesterday's close.
He became famed as an explorer and
the innumerable objections that are Scran ton, Pa., last week: "Give the crats lifting from ten to a dozen
Closing Quotations.
traveled on horseback all over this
attached to that provision, and among ballot to the women and this evil will states, some of them large states, out New York, Aug.'
'
,;
paper continent.
other things, says:
mexican doljars,
and that the Papal Dele- of the Republican column bodily. The 4
cent;
per
one
book
wrote
disappear!"
another in'
after
He
''Think of the opportunity such
per- eluding "A New Mexico David," "A
Falconio approved of the work vote necessary to a choice will be 45; call money, steady;
a system would give to unscrupulous gate
If
266.
Democrats
the
It
that
appears
of the Total Abstinence Societies am!
cent; amalgamated,' 60;" sugar, 115; Tramp Across the Continent," "The
politicians in control, as they have
for its continuance and spread. hold what they had In the last elec- Atchison, 104
Great Northern pfd. Spanish Pioneers," "The Enchanted
been in control, not only of conven- prayed
election, they will have to gain 92
New York Central, 103; Nor- Burro," and in 1898, "The Awakening
123
Think of the
toral votes under the new apportiontions, but of elections.
thern Pacific, 117 V
Reading, of a Nation."
What a hypocritical world this is"!
enormous power for evil given to the
ment, in order to win in 1912.
143
One of his best known books la
Southern' Pacific, 112; Union
a
What
lot
of
in
are
trimmers
there
lsenational muckraking pqfltion of
steel, "The Land of Poco Tiempo." It deals
steel, 71
the press in arousing prejudice it! To a visitor from Mars, saloon According to the Colorado Federa Pacific, 168
with New Mexico life and her people.
115
must be a very funny tion of Labor the three
against a Just judge by false charges regulation
great enemies pfd,
For
In
thing.
instance,
Tucumcarl,
and insinuations, the effect of which
of liberty In the United States are
Herewith are some Bargains offered
in the short period of election by re- the wise city fathers have ordered Prohibition, the Boy Scout? and the VACCINATION WILL
PREVENT TUBERCULOSIS. br the New MexJcU Printing comthat
henceforth
no
be
there
shall
sbme
No
wonder
call, it would be Impossible for him
that
peo
more music in the saloons. As If Judiciary.
pany: Cede of Civil. Procedure of the
to meet and offset'
ple have little sympathy for the Fede
"To the proposition that the people music were a harmful thing or "the" ration and believe that It is only get- Colorado Springs Physician Describes Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
Fully Kis Amazing Discovery
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
of Arizona are sovereigns and should harmful thing in the saloon. Instead ting what is coming to It in the Cen
for Treatment
g
Pleading forms. tS; Missouri Code
be permitted to incorporate what they of plucking out the nasty, the
tennial State and in Judge Whitford's
Steamboat Springs, Colo, Aug. '17. Pleadings.
part of the trade, they snuff court.
$6; the two for $10.
choose in their corytitution, he says:
;
Dr. Gerald B. Webb of Colorado Adapted to New Mexico Code. Lews
" Tn dealing with the courts, which out the beautiful, the commendable
Snrlnss. at the session of the State
1901 and 1903,
are the cornerstone of good govern- portion, thinking that incidentally
Is looking for trouble if.Medir.al Hnr.lf.tv'a ronvmtion here, de-- of New Mexico, 1889,
Congress
will
minimize
from
the
they
and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
danger
ment and in which not only the vot
Knglish
next
business
it
insists
upon doing
BcriDed funy for tne flrst time bis
the evil part. To the visitor from
ers, but the
and non-reThe Democratic majority new n(1 amaz!ne discoveries for the full leather $3. . Sheriffs Flexible
Sunday.
Cever Pock-- t Dockets, single., $1.25;
dents have a deep interest as a se- Mars, the logical thing would seem to that
permits it will have to answer treatment and
of tubercu
New
curity for their rights of life, liberty prohibit the sale of intoxicants in the for It to the Sunday observance folks. losis. He said prevention the- - inocula twe or more books, II each.
that by
and property, no matter what the fu saloon and to permit the music to Still, adjournment of the present monNet
Court
Surreme
Reports,
ture action of the state may he, it if remain. It were to laugh if it were grel session, might be deemed doing tion of patients with germs of the and 19 Inclusive, $3.3(Teac. Com
disease in carefully graded quantities,
not all so sad and cowardly.
c. Com
necessary for the authority which is
a good deed.
a condition is reached which makeB pllatiea Corporation Lajrs, 7E
Money
Laws. kQc
primarily responsible for its creation
Mining
pllBUen
to
ef
Immune
the
treated
the
No
wonder old time Democrats are '
"person
to assert in no doubtful tones the n
Reports, full
Albuquerque is about to give a fects of the germs.
In a discussion Nicest et
shaking their heads and wondering first
blanks.
enaool
cessity for an independent and un- - what
full
A
to
list
world.
the
cartoonist
class
$6.60:
O".
M.
sheen,
Gilbert
of a paper read by Dr.
their party is coming to. Ken
trammeled judiciary.'"
young man who signs"" himself "Al- of Boulder, who has made researches
tucky Democrats In convention i
Happiest Girl In Lincoln.
sembled turned Colonel Watterson bright" has a cartoon in each even- along the line of Dr. Webb's experi
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes: "I had
issue of the Herald, that not ments, Dr. Webb said he was conThe New Mexican and every good down In favor of
ing
extending temperIndicates but proves unusual tal- vinced that the treatment of tubercu been ailing for some time with
citizen protests against the vandalism ance
legislation. Remember, that this only
which destroyed the memorial which
lar patients by vaccination had been chronic constipation and stomach
happened in Kentucky, only two days ent
'
trouble.
I began taking Chamberwas erected this week at the old Fon- ago!
entirely effective.
This conference compromise stateda to mark the spot where the horses
Children whose parents had the lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
to report on white plague have since received in three days I was able to be up and
of the Overland Stage on the Santa Fe
of the Democrats,
la hood committee Is liable
Trail reined up to let off the passen Congress declare that they are as Friday. But there is such a thing as treatment and In every case success- got better right along. I am the
ful results were obtained. Dr. Webb proudest girl in Lincoln to find such
gers that had mad the wearisome much opposed to the recall as Is Pres hoping against hope.
declares that the coming generation a good medicine. v; for: sale "by all
trip across the Plains. There seems ident Taft and a few ot them insist
Comot
of
No
Chamber
the
should adopt the plan ot a preventive dealers.
such
to
crime
a
tit
that
more
even
are
meeting
but
hardly punishment
they
opposed,
except general ostracism which should ther all Toted4 tor the Flood resolu merce has been held for some time. wherever there is a tear of tubercu
If you. want anything on earth try
Fe's losis for this will prevent the dreaded
tion.
follow the Imposition of. a sentence
Evidently consistency soli It is time to get busy for Santo.
,
New Mexican Wait Ad.
k.
Iftteera ataMt tit that namnwatl tunin.
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M
ever
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Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Diy

& Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

222 San Francisco Street

Hot

& Cold

::

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LLPE

::

HERRERA,

Prop

'

.

ses-sio-

e

21-43-- 8

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World
SflVfi MOflftV and ,BConvMlence by Purchasing Wells
mUllVJ Psaio Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

itZ&ltt

U. S.,

Canada, Mexico

and all Foreign
Countries
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crime-breedin-

non-vote-

DAT A NIGHT

PHONE

1 0A

108

PALACE

Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done.

i

!

si

v-

SOFT DRINKS

iKmI 33 end kave

yOmr

1fciaisfiieste4 totte

e4ers delivered.

M&f ;

Ueaulne AxUc &crists Mineral Water.

New-Mexic-

Foum-fltyth- s

'IV
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npmaef.

ft .

'

f

smerfetT

Ctaed later

.DEALER

IN..

City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands
C0.,Uuftlia Bid;., Santa Fe., N. M. j
!
mS& J3WY.f5j5s Mucker.
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CoCection
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and
Rants
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

THE SANTA

Denver, where be is a member of the j
faculty of the College or the 'Sacred
Heart. Albuquerque Herald.
After having spent several months
in Mexico in general research work,

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL $50,000.00

e

Doctor-Profess-

RATES

Eu-Rit- o

for-;an-

Your Patronage Solicited
Cashier,

SANTA FE, N. M.,

y

TO

......

Chicago, Ills.,
St. Louis, Mo
St. Paul, Minn
Denver, Colo
Colorado Sprites,

i
;

Popular Sales

EAST.

i

H. F. STEPHENS.
LAUGHLIN, President
'
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

TOWNSENLTS

"

TOURIST

C. J. Dawe, a .salesman of groceries,
Eduard Seler, cura-this here from Denver.
Ttnval Museum in Berlin,
Jesse L. Xusbaum Is back from theiwin soon begin his retUrn trip to
and is at the Palace hotel.
arriVe in Albuquerque,
rope and
L. A. Bland, a hardware salesman on
A'ugust 19 for a brief stay here. Dr.
of Kansas City, is at the Palace.
j
Seler was ln tu!B city four years ago
d
Arthur A. Wynne of the U. S.
assist-estrwa8 given considerable
service, arrived here yesterday, ance in nis study 0f the southwest. In- Mrs. E. N. Davis, who travels forjiQncl h uprman Schweizer manaeer
an ink company, is here from Chica-;o- f
tne HarVey curio department. When
'
i
g0- in Berlin some years ago Mr. Schwelz- J. B. Larrazolo, Jr., of Moctezuma,
er was tne gue8t 0f Dr. Seler and the
Sonora, Mexico, is at the Montezuma
Albuquerque man wm entertain the
holel- scholar during his stay
T. G. VickRoy and L. Bland left distinguished
s
here AUhough it is not known
morning for El Rito, Rio Arriba nltejy wnat Mr Seler's plans are it is
c0"nty"
possible he may decide to go to SanAttorney M. E. Hickey came up from . Vo -- a narticinate in the sessions
Albuquerque yesterday to attend thejof tne Xew Mexico Summer School of!
supreme court.
Archaeology and may also visit some
Dr. C. E. Lukens, president of the!0f the most interesting prehistoric
Children's Aid Society at Albuquer- - ruins n this section of the country.
que, Is registered at the Montezuma Albuquerque Herald.
'
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Korschgen
of
of New Mexico and Hon.
Territory
Fort Madison, Iowa, are visiting at:K
territorial commission-th- e
p &v,
home of Mrs. Korschgen's sister,
,,,,
l!1TW,a
rriveH in
f
the
.Mrs. C. L. Stephenson.
frnm
plr ,,' .,
ltv nf .
John H. Riley the well known catln: their automobiles
F coml
tie dealer of Colorado Springs, is at Santa
tneir families. Both
by
accorapanied
the Palace hotel, having returned from
;had business in, ROswell and brought
"wro oumy.
their amiUes for the 0lUing. They
Miss Marguerite Bernard and Miss;wm ,
on fter:
Friday monMary Romero of Las Vegas are th8!return and wiu reacn S;uUa Fe Sat.'
guests of Warden and Mrs. Cleofes urday evening. The trip over was full
Romero at the territorial
peniten-- ' ot interest and without mishap. Tne
t,arrparty left the capital at 8 o'clock
Miss Marjorie Stean and Miss Ad
Sunday morning, reached Encino, ov- "J.
!
from
'
uiaue me real ui uc iriy yesieruay.
,
Mrs. Hahn s sister, Mrs. F. E. Nud-- :
'Jaffa
has
entirely recovered
Secretary
lng at her home on Lincoln avenue. !frnm his reeent operation on his nose!
Lieutenant Jacob Safford of Com- - and Is looking well and strong ai
pany F, Santa Fe, has returned to the usual. Roswell Daily Record.
rifle range at Las Vegas after a short
Cards were received here today an- visit in banta is. He will occomna."y nouncing the marriage of Professor
he New Mexico rifle team to Camu Miles Benjamin Xabors and Mrs. Ida
Russell Bright in San Jose. Califor-Per,y, O.
on Saturday, August 12. Mrs.
Hon. Robert E. Morrison of Pres-'nicott, Arizona, who had been east on Bright spent part of two summers and
matters for the Knights of Colum-- i
winter in Santa Fe where she has!
She was considered;
bus, spent the day in Santa Fe, the many friends.
guest of Judge A. L. Morrison. He ons of tQe most beautiful women In
left for his home this evening.
!the southwest and nad a charming1
Mrs. Max Nordhaus and children Personality which made her greatly
have gone to the Nordhaus summer "eQ nere- - &ne 18 a sister 0I. M,ss
"L m
house at Trout Springs where they will
7OIt'SBOr "aDor8
v
ue
remain during .the remainder of the;"
in an educational institu- hot weather. Mr. Nordhaus nas suf- '
rae!
from
-'
recovered
his
recent
opficiently
, L
.
eration to no loiur reQ ure the pies- - ,,
..
x.
ence of his family. He will go to Trout

Does a General Banking Business

1. 6.
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defi-thi-

$50.35

.

16.35

KIMONOS"

:

if

Established

"

1856.

HANlfS!
I

NEW STOCK OF BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS

ALL WOOL, HALF WOOL,
COTTON.

SIM
P.

UUIIII

Phone

O. Box, 219.

36

rarv.r

HLAZA R A

INSURANCE
REAL

j

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

Y

"ESTATE

FfllitS
and
Confectionery.
resh Creanlf f sWednesday

u

(7d

1

i50

1

LACES

Saturday

-

AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
Phone 49 Main

1.50

(tit

5

Groceries
&

Phone, 152 Red-

at Reduction Prices

Of Every Description

5c to 15c Per Yard

Phone 49 Main

Parlor Market
W.
and Grocery

N. TOWNSEND

CO.

&

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

nlace. where SatlS
Thg
.
,
, A ,
lUCllUn

IS

UDSOIUieiy

guaranteed. Nothing
the best the. ITlflr
but
.

FIX UP YOUR PORCH

KeiailOraS IOr SaiC We

adhere

stiH

FredFornoff

policy

tO OUr Old

BE COMFORTABLE

first established

SWINGS

by us of

COCO

Kansas City

j

Veal

AKERS-WAGNE-

AND DALT0X MATTING

CARPETS

andlaoh.

FURNITURE GO.

R

j

. ,
Vegas Optic.
Law.)
Rev. Ai M. Mandalari, S. J., pastor! Letter to Mr. Benjamin M. Read.i
of the Immaculate Conception church dated Socorro, N. M., August 14, 1311.
returned last evening from Santa Fe, "I have recently received a circular Home-Dresse- d
Poultry, Fresh
where he has been for the last several in regard to your history of New
conducting retreats. Rev. A. ico to be published in English. I have Fish, Fruits and Vegetables:
M. Bertram, S. J.; who Has been act-- , heard many compliments
upon the
ing pastor of the Immaculate Concep-- ' Spanish edition and part of the same
tion church during Father Mandalari's has been translated to me. I am thor-- . SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
absence, will leave in several days for oughly convinced that it is a great BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS- and useful work, and I want to con- ;
eratulate you on your enterprise, in-- !
dustry and intelligence in preparing Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
same. I surely want a copy of the
j
English edition."
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Letter From Colonel Twitchell.
H:
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
favor.
"I have your
Now, my dear;
Ben. I don't object to a single sentence in your book. I think it a most
creditable work and one that reflects.
great credit upon you. I assure you
it is a pleasure to know that some
PROPRIETOR.
man horn in the country has patriot-:isenough to undertake what you
ihave undertaken and produced."
j

AND PORCH CHAIRS,

AXMINSTER

Corn-Fe- d

Beef, Pork, Mutton,

j

i

SuretyBonds

IRDV

FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
..
.
.
p uy. d, Loaes Mne Bread, i5C

came down
.
from Santa Fe last evening on busl-nes. Albuquerque Jburnal.

r

....

l.lo

.

cu-y- -

number of Las Vegas people, sev-- !
eral of whom are lawyers, called thith- er by business before the supreme NEW
HISTORY
i court, are in Santa Fe. In the num- OF NEW MEXICO.
ber are Colonel R. E. Twitchell, W. J.
Lucas, E. R. Russell, A. Strauss, E. Two of Many Letters of Commendai
Weil, A. Mennet, Charles Hedgecock
tion Received This Week By
and C. Cleveland. The latter two ex- Hon. B. M. Read.
irewt lu uc uceuseu to practice law in
the territory of New Mexico. Las (From John E. Griffith, Attorney at

$1.75

"

Short Styles, 2.00

Santa Fe, N. M.

i

1"
"'"I

Long Styles, $2.25 Values

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

"T
.rtmeit

1111 I

AY

time-table- s,

T?n

""u

rcRMPMY

Cheaper by far than you can make them

PRIVILEGES.

For information,
etc., call on or address,

.

Take Our Advice and Look Them Over

Other Summer Resorts.

STOP-OVE-

FE ALL THE W

SANTA

i

IZZZ: "ftZ

.;

it

I

LIBERAL

-

-

1

to

Low Rates

,,

at the

until Sept. 30th. Return
limit, Octeber 31.

;

h1'

Great August Sale
The time of the year to buy
lowest prices.

Daily

j

it

i

DATES OF SALE,

i

Incorporated 1903.

!

THIS WEEK

18.15

. . .

.......

Pueblo, Colo.,

THEY MEAN SOMETHING

44.35
50.35
21.10

Mex-wee-

LOANS
0.C.WATS0N&C0.
119 San Francisco

SANTA FE, -

-

1

St,

- N.

M
Hi

SILVER

GOLD

I

Rings, Brooches, Pendants, Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

C. YONTZ,

HUB

Saa Fraacciso

you buy our

Street

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food

'

IT IS OUR LEADER sure
it is and why? Because

Best of Beds

Water
$15 a Week

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids

-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING

t

& Son

CARPENTERS

"

ANB CABINET MAKERS.

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE,
309 San Francisco
Street

AH

xxssxxxsssxxxxsx

Work Guaranteed.

Paooe, Red

U you want ByUilnt on earth
Nw Mex'csm Want Art.

nw tn

115

in

Mprlnfm)
Aug. 17. A
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Aii4r
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Vegetables
h: S.

KAUNE

a

CO.

FOR

t

tell-In-

of the

IIP THOSE

DARK

Water: Heaters aniFfcrco!aters

CASES :: SHEETS

:: PILLOW

I ADOLPH

,

CO.

X

X X

X

J to

10

X

IF

that

SO, LIST WITH US.

Phone Black

City of Santa Fe

No. 52

:

WE CAN SECURE YOU A PURCHASER.

Phone Black

EARLY

No. 229

mI&d'er,

AT

"Always Reliable"

t
p
j

DRUGGISTS
Phoae

M--

Nitht

1

MI

4
4
4
4
4

Dhnn
SI
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DAY

AND

PLACES

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

Residence

Insurance Agency.

&

FALL MILLINERY,

IBUTT BROS. CO.,:

!

X

within or near the

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

prescriptions filledhere
you not only advance the
interests of those that are
sick, but act in the support of raising the stand-

i

X X

Acre Tract

:'

'

X

IS YOUR PLACE FOR SALE?

ard of Drugs.

j'

A

Customer for

we might lead you to realize that by having your

'

A

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

We have a

QUALI-

TIES OF OUR DRUGS,

.

Roswell, N. M., Aug. 17 D. P. Thorn.
as, of Roswell, promoter of the Portal.
es sugar beet industry, has a cable- gram from Tracy, Holland, his repre-sentatlve in Paris, saylnz the bonds
have been floated for the immediate
building of the plant end the building
of the New Mexico Central railroad
The
from Torrance to Fort Worth.
bonds are for $20,000,000. Mr. Thorn-- !
as believes the work on the plant wiU
be started within sixty days. It is the
lntention-o- f
the promoters to take over
the present line of tne New Mexico
Central from Torrance to Santa Fe.

GOOD

"

SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK

;

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

: TOWELS

through our

THAT

HEARS NEWS
ABOUT NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

WIRE

"

"

Nib. UMIWII4

y

17

SERVICE
SOLE AGENTS

Wmti

1

DAILY. RECEIPTS OF

First Class Work Guaranteed

-

Hifb Grade Colorado Milling that is
a leader in its class.

FURNITURE

nnrl

San Francisco, Calif,
daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., at 2:30 j
o'clock this morning.
Mother ana
child ar reported in satisfactory
health.
Grandfather Takes Day Off.

We also have " Diamond Flour," a

SIGN WRITING

Jin

wJ
iibi Cl
riuui van
hmio-h. mndP a
e,..- - nf
'!day.
price. 0
ROSWELL

Write Pecos

J. P. Steed

T

Thpndnro
Roosevelt celebrated the news of the
birth of his first grandchild today at
vk his home in Oyster Bay by suspending
anvihls editorial work and taking a holi--.'

iiv

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta

SPv Snonlal

Patent

COMRTHINin VfHl NIPPrt PVPDV
V' hAV IV THP VPAD
'

XXXXX'XXXXXXXXXK

ROOSEVELT IS
NOW A GRANDFATHER.

THEODORE

He Celebrates By Taking a Holiday
and Spending it In Seclusion
at Oyster Bay.

Boss

'
(Old Sparks Ranch )

V

LOUR

want the best that
conies to Santa Fe then

Here is a Good One !

WM. D. ARRIGHI

If you

THE V AUG HAN RANCH
-

.

CO.

i

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

Reliable Jeweler

'

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric
Chafing ; Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

;
-
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Oerrososo.

6 35
6 27
6 17

6 00

pm

4'Oonnects at Colfax with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train both North' and
SSt&ge for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M., for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9;00

pm

South.

t. m, dally excepj
Fare fa uu one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggaze carried free.
'andays.
'
MDes
leaves
for the south at 11,11 p. in. arrives from Ithe
0. 4 S. train
Mdnes, N,
tb at 4:38 a. m
-.

C.

G.

J. VAN HOUTEN,

DEDMAN,

F. M. WILLIAM,
Q. P. Agent

V. P. & Q. M.,

Superintendent

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Sky Rocket Courtship.

From Santa P? and all points in NewJ

WEST

Per rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

-

El Paso Texas.

8

Are You Going Fishing
The

Rio Grande

?

::::::
OR

SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

" Birdmen "

of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October 1, 12 and 13
1

$1,000

i

DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct
be raced
This stake was given by the BLACK- WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

s

EBfllf

EVERY DAY

BASEBALL

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

(Pecos Forest. Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Oflice at Santa Fe, N. M..

Register.

July 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M,
who, on October 11, 1904, made home-tteafor SW 4
entry No.
Section 3, Township 14 N, Range 11
E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed not
Ice of Intention to make Final five
year Proof, to establish claim to the
Jand above described, before Register
or Receiver, U.-Land Office, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day ot

d

S.

1--

r

nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia, alf
of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

8111-0390-

Secretary-Manage-

tw

BASEBALL
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
National League.
Won. Lost.

...

Chicago

TO AND PROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leave
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W 9ockard.
line,

August, 1911.

If you want anything on earth
Claimant names as witnesses:,
w Mex'cao Want Ad.
Jose Maria
wa, Luis Marti r

try

63
65
62
59
57
46
39
25

Pittsburg

New York

Philadelphia
St. Louis

Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Boston

......

..69

... ... ...

..33

Philadelphia
Detroit

Washington
St. Louis

num

.630
.613
.602

.562
.543
.451
.371
.236

Pet
.645
.618
.514
.509
.500
.500
.409
.307

38
42
53
54
54
55
65
75

REUNION

August

fare
for the round trip from
all points in New Mex- ico to Santa Fe : : : :
One and

one-fif-

th

(

Dates of Sale, Aug. 18th to 22nd

Return Limit, Autf 26
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Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

It establishes regularity,

Sick women
strictly private
ice to World's
Dr. Pierce's
bowels.
Sugar-coate-

heals inflammation and uleero
tion, and cures weakness.
IT MAKES WE71K WOMEN STRONG
ZIND SICK WOMEN WELL.
Refuse substitutes offered bv unscruDulous druggists
tor this reliable remedy.
are invited to consult by letter, free. AU correspondence
and sacredly confidential. Write without fear and without
Dispensary, R. V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and
tiny granules, easy to take as candy.

d,

M KESCO

POLITICS

10 PBilcjj)

Lest We Forget.
"The newspaper that throws cold
water on New Mexico's statehood aspirations has no business in New Mexico."
Albuquerque Morning Journal.
Is Mary Jane so forgetful that sne remembers not the dope she served for
eight long weary months?. Forsooth,
memory seems as chimerical as conscience. Raton Lange.

seen, but there would appear to be
ground for fear that this would be
the result of such an appeal.
That
the states have no moral right to
put into their constitutions any provision which is contrary to the public good or palpably opposed to the
spirit of our institutions must be
conceded, but oetween moral and legal probabilities there Is an unfortunately wide difference and states so
unscrupulous as to insist upon the relegation of the courts to the level of
the mob and the ward politician can
hardly be expected to stand for high
and safe ideals of government. The
mere fact that the 'sovereign' people
of a state vote thus and so does not

Nearer Than Ever Before.
There is one ray of hope shining
through the gloom we were nearer
this time than the
times
s
century.
during the past
sixty-eleve-

n

two-third-

If we have good luck New Mexico
may be a state in the swet bye end
bye when we meet on that beautiful invest their verdict with any special
shore. Raton Range.
sanctity or conviction unless their action is in conformity with the law of
the land.
The Issue.
"A wise conception of state sov"There are involved in the issue
many questions of the profoundest ereignty' cannot be , predicated upon
moment affecting the most vital and the sophistry that the 'sovereign' can
fundamental relations between the do no wrong and cannot be held acstates and the general government. countable to any higher authority.
'state sovereignty' has led Nor can any wise concepon of fedmany states at one time or another to eralism, which is to be sharply disthe bar of the supreme court of the tinguished from oppressive centraliUnited States, where unconstitutional zation or paternalism, fail to take
provisions have been nullified, sustain- into account the fact that the conseing the basic principle of the Ameri- quences of an act of the state are not
can government which prohibits any necessarily limited by the boundaries
state from taking any action In con- and affects policies or principles in
travention of the organic law of the which the whole people' are vitally conland. Right here is where, to a lay- cerned, the states are exceeding their
man, a large loophole opens up through authority under a wise interpretation
which the recall, with all its iniquitous of their relations to the federal govern-men- t.
There are still many questions
features, may pass. .There has been
no claim, by even the most determined involving these relations that have
opponents of the recall of judges, that never been passed upon by the highest
this policy is actually 'jnconstitution-al- , judicial authority in the nation and
unless on the elastic anu elusive possibly it is well, from this point
theory of opposition to sound business of view, that so many urgent opportupolicy. Whether the recall would be nities are being created by the 'new
defeated on appeal to the supreme school' of 'states' righters.' " Kansas
court on this ground remains to be City Journal.

Western League.

Won. Lost. Pet. amount of honest work
he does. It
.658
39
would be difficult to find a more re.571
48
64
liable standard by which to judge men.
.566
49
64
What then, is the objection to a
.558
51
63
Why is it that the public!
.482 chauffeur?
58
54
item every few days relating '
.482 finds
58
54
facts, as if they were quite amaz- .......42 69 .379 the
of the marriage of a woman of
ing,
..310
78
35

....75

Denver
Pueblo
Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka ?
Des Moines

Hotel Arrivals.

Palace.
K. M. Chapman, City.
John H. Riley, Colorado Springs.
E. N. Davis, Chicago.
Jesse L. Nusbaum, RIto de los Frl- social or financial standing with the joles.
man who knows how to run the ma
Arthur A. Wynne, Forestry Service.
chine?
L. A. Bland, Kansas City.
C. J. Dawe, Denver.
By all the reliable standards, it
should take a pretty good man to
He
handle an automobile properly.
Montezuma.
l,
must have
and a ready
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
eye, and a firm nerve. He must unE. L. Bayard, Albuquerque.
derstand the rights of other men, and William H. Pope, Roswell.
his
own
the limitations of
privileges. David J. Leahy, Las Vegas.
He ought to have wholesomely develM. C. Mechem, Socorro.
oped muscles and an alert brain.
E. R. Wright, Alamogordo.
If the founders of America were A. VE. Dorman, Denver.
right, these qualifications ought to go James Wertheim, St. Louis..
B. S. Phillips, Truchas.
pretty far toward making a good man.
H. Taylor, Alamosa.
Finally, it seems to us particularly
suitable that an heiress should marry
Dr. Hopps, Las Cruces.
a chauffeur. For if he keeps her ma
J. B. Larrazolo, Jr., Moctezuma,
chine in good condition, and gets the Sonora, Mexico. '
new styles as they come out, he may ' A. C. Voorhees, Raton.
Leo Hersch and family, City.
go far toward preventing her wealth
from accumulating uncomfortably, Hon. and Mrs. Frank W. Clancyt
and inducing her to become
City.
ed with pride. St. Louis Times.
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
E. S. McCarthy, New York.
Dr. C. E. Lukens, Albuquerque.
On Edge of Storm Santa Fe between 8 and 10 o'clock last evening M. E. Hickey, Albuquerque.
was on the edge of a severe thunder-- ! AI Mathleu, Albuquerque.
C. M. Bradford, St. Louis.
storm that passed over the mountains
to the east and .06 of an Inch of preCoronado.
cipitation fell. The wind attained, a
velocity of 30 miles an hour at 11
Fred Horn, Las Cruces.
o'clock last evening. The maximum! Alfred Herrera, Denver.
temperature yesterday was 84 degrees O. D. Williams, Wlllard.
the minimum' last night 59 degrees.: S. Chaves, La Palma.
The relative humidity last evening
N. Chaves, La Palma.
was 30 per cent.
B. Frederic, San Ildefonso.
j

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.'
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
American League.

Washington at St. Louis.

Philadelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Detroit.
New York at Cleveland.
YESTERDAY'S GAME.
National League.
Philadelphia 10; St. Louis 2.
Chicago 13; Boston 6.
Pittsburg 9; Brooklyn 0.
New York 6; Cincinnati 1.
American Association.

Detroit 8; Chicago

1.

i

self-contro-

stiff-neck-

Western League.

Lincoln 7;
St. Joseph
Pueblo 4;
Denver 9;

Des Moiens 3.
6; Topeka 3.
Omaha 3.
Sioux City 3.

American Association.
St. Paul 0; Kansas City 12.
Minneapolis 5; Milwaukee 7.
Toledo 2; Louisville 5.
Columbus 9; Indianapolis 4.

'

'

Coast League.
Oakland 7; Vernon 8.
Sacramento 1; San Francisco 8.
Los Angeles 0; Portland 3.

Texas League.
Fort Worth 8; Dallas 0.
Galveston 3; San Antonio 3. Game
called In the ninth to allow San An
tonio to catch a train.

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

Waco 4; Oklahoma City 3.
Austin 4; Houston 3.
Southern
Nashville

Atlanta

League.

1, 1, Birmingham
2; New Orleans 2.

Montgomery 0; Memphis
Mobile 6; Chattanooga .5.

3, 2.

2.

SCOTTISH
RITE

Dr.

d

37
41
41
46
48
56
66
81

68
56
56
54
55
45

Boston
New York
Chicago
Cleveland

.

Pet

American League.
Won. Lost.

i-

Vo-liv-

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
D.

T. P. Delgado, city clerk in attend
ance.
There being a quorum present, the
Council proceeded to business.
The purpose of the special meeting
was for. the consideration of the orwas lately consummated.
dinance introduced by Councilman
Alarid, relative to prescribing the
Youthful Couple.
ordinances of the city of Santa Fe;
matters
Ernest Grissom and Miss Mattie also the consideration ot the etc.
sewer work,
to
relative
were
pending
N.
M.,
both
of
Cowan,
Copeland,
The ordinance introduced by Counmarried at Clovis by Rev. S. H. Jones,
the ordipastor of the Presbyterian church. cilman Alarid, prescribing
was
The young people, who are only 17 nances of the city of Santa Fe,Same
and 18 years of age, came In the day take& up for consideration. read in
before but could not secure a license having been duly introduced,
second
on account of their youth. They re- full for information, read a
turned to Clovis yesterday with an af- time by title, and duly ordered pubfidavit of their parents' consent, se lished.
cured the license and were married at Mr. Baca moved that the ordinance
once. The groom is a successful New be read a third time by title prepara
tory to its passage, the motion being
Mexico dry farmer.
seconded, the same was put, and upon
call unanimously passed.
Millenium and Statehood Next Year, roll
Ordinance.
According to a document filed yes- An
Ordinance Prescribing the Official
Lorenzo
office
of
in
the
terday
of the City of Santa Fe,
at Las Vegas, clerk of the pro- - Ordinances
New Mexico.
ot
- Be it ordained by the City Cornell
upon earth for the second time beof
Santa
Fe,
the
City
fore the alose of next year. He will
and
revised
reveal himself at Zion City, the for-- Section 1 That the
of
the
mer home of the new departed Elijah compiled ordinances inof the City
foregoing
contained
Fe
Santa
arrived
document
The
the Second.
,
-pages, as urepaieu UUUCi
it hoi
Council
and
of
City
the
Mayor
action
filed in the county records. It is the
most remarkable instrument that oi me Jiiy oi oauui xe, cw
has ever been filed by Mr. Delgado. bv Chas. F. Easley, City Attorney.
the New Mexican
Evidently .something is going to and published by be declared to be
Company,
Printing
happen in zion, where quietness has the official compilation and the official
a
reigned for some time, if Mr.
said City ot Santa
who sltepped in the prophet's ordinances of the
as such in all
receivable
and
Fe,
which
states
it probthe truth,
shoes,
further
courts
without
proof of auably does as it has been sworn to,
thority being required.
Sec. 2. That all ordinances which
Highest Dam in the World.
said reUnder plans filed with the state en have been omitted from the
of a
ordinances
those
vision
except
to
the
is
have
high
gineer, Colorado
conthe
nature
ordering
temporary
est dirt dam In the world. It will be
imstreet
sidewalks
and
of
struction
210 feet in height and will be higher
and tax levies, are hereby thirty feet than the famous Mex provements,
to be of no
ican Light and Power Company's dam by repealed and declared
and that
effect
force
and
henceforth,
Colo
at Necoxa, Mexico. No dam in
said re
rado built of dirt will come any- all provisions contained in the declared
where near it. It was planned by J. vision shall be accepted and
said
L. Hershey of Denver, and will be to be the legal ordinances of the
known as the Babcock dam of the City, and only the ordinances appearHardscrabble irrigation district in ing in said revision, together with the
Custer and Fremont counties. Water ordinances ordering the construction
street improvements,
to irrigate 30,000 acres will be stored. of sidewalks,
and tax levies, as hereafter added to,
supplemented and amended, shall be
Negro Attacks Two Women.
Edward Majors a paroled negro con- considered ordinances of the said City
of Santa Fe.
vict, attacked two white women in
Sec. 3. The City Clerk shall hereWest Salem, Oregon, and was captured after a pursuit by a posse. Five after keep all ordinances passed by
hundred men followed the posse and the City Council In a book provided
there were threats of lynching but the for that purpose, and such book or or
officers succeeded In getting their dinances so kept shall be received in
all the courts as ordinances of the
prisoner behind the bars and the
crowd dispersed.
The negro dragged city, when the same shall have been
one of the women from her bicycle, duly passed and published, as required
striking her several times in the face. by law.
Passed and approved this 12th day
He was frightened away by the appearance of a wagon. The second at- of August, 1911.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
tack was upon a young girl, also a
Mayor.
bicycle rider, and she was badly beat- Attest:
T. P. DELGADO, City Clerk.
en about the face before the negro
Councilman Gable was appointed a
fled at the coming of an automobile.
committee of one, by unanimous vote,
and directed to read the proofs of
Hay Fever. Asthma and Summer Colds
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's the revision of the City Ordinances
and report to the Council at the next
Honey and Tar Compound will do it
E. M. Stewart', 1034 Wolfram St., Chi- regular meeting.
In the matter of sewers, the mayor
cago, writes: "I have been greatlj
sewer committee, were ordered,
and
troubled during the hot summer
months with Hay Fever and find that with power to act, to have City En
jonn walker make a survey
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com- gmeer
ana separately plat the sewers on
I
pound get great relief." Many otners Palace avenue and
Water street, so
who suffer similarly will be glad to
the sewer committee could asbenefit by Mr. Stewart's experience that
certain what property owners have
For sale by all druggists.
made sewer connections, and what
property owners have not made the
sewer connections; and those property
owners who have not made such sew
er connections to be required to Im
mediately do so, and pay the required
city fee for such purpose.
mere being no other matters t
transact, at this special meeting, on
motion the council adjourned until
the next regular meeting.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Attest:
, Mayor.
SANTA FE, N. M.
T. P.. DELGADO, City Clerk.
21 and 22, 1911

j.,

For Further Information Call on or Address,

W.

sent.

'

protects one

fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to
theBEST FISH INGG ROUNDS
IN COLORADO
AND NEW
MEXICO.

Ar-mij-

county, received a consignment of fire
works from St. Louis. His daughter
Sophia unpacked them and found on
a rocket written: The girl who finds
this win be the girl who will marry
She
me George Mold, St. Louis.
answered the note and a correspondence started. The Bindles moved to
Ashland, Oregon, where the wedding
of Miss Bindle and George Mold, Jr.,

ica, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

ROUTE

Santa Fe, N. M., Saturday, August
12th, 1911.
The Council was called to order by
(
The
following
Seligman.
Mayor
councilmen were present upon roll
Councilmen Alarid, Lopez,
call:
Wheelon, Moya, and Baca.
Councilmen Gable and Ortiz ab-

2.)

store manager, on a charge of deser
tion. Because she alleges her
threw a can of chimney soot in
her face, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Rawson
has applied to the county court for
a divorce from A. J. Rawson. A tale
a
of cruelty was told when Mrs. Lui-giBartolomucci secured a divorce
The
from Francesco Bartolomucci.
woman charged the husband with havof
ing attacked her with all sortsto an
knives
from
weapons, ranging
axe. She said that a year and a half
ago, her husband struck her with
an axe and that she barely missed being hit over the head with the blade.
At another time, a few months ago,
,she told the. court, Bartolomucci rushed at her with a knife, vainly trying
to stab her, and that her life was savdaughter
ed only when her
ran between them.
nus-ban- d

SPECIAL MEETING CITY COUNCIL.

Over a year ago B. B. Bindle, while
running a restaurant at Artesia, Eddy

ToaPww.Bisbee.1

OR

From Page

The expression occurs o many times in letters from
tick women, ' I was completely discouraged." And there
Years of
is always good reason for the discouragement.
pain and suffering. Doctor after doctor tried in vain.
is
no
It
wonder that
Medicines doing no lasting good.
the woman feels discouraged.
Thousands of these weak and sick women have found
health and courage regained as the result of the use of

a

G. Miller,

from Sherman

vorced

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn.,
book. "Home Treatment lor Women." sent free. J SO
tot Special Instructions, and

(Continued

BEST

WomansTonic

amrjifui.

ASK FOR TICKETS

EAST

The

STATE.

V

j

of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
This is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
Take Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist

AROUND THE

THE

Denver, Colo., Aug. 17. After less
than fourteen months of life with her
'
Japanese husband, Mrs. Mabel Ina--j
mato has appealed to the district
court to grant her a divorce fromi
Sada Inamato at Denver, Colo. Theyl
were married in Cheyenne, June 28,
1910. Mrs. Inamato accuses her husShe says he has
band of cruelty.
threatened her and has tried to force
her to lead an immoral life. Hazel
Brockman has filed a suit for divorce
from Clarence Brockman in the county court. Mrs. Olive E. Kretz yesterday obtained a divorce from Jacob C.
Kretz, to whom she was twice married and who obtained a divorce from
her several years ago. The couple
were first married eighteen years ago.
They remarried June 10, 1908, for
the sake of their son. Mabel Graves,
was given a divorce from George D.
Graves, a real estate agent, on grounds
of mental cruelty. She testified that
he did not speak to her for weeks
at a time. Amanda Miller was di-

Mrs. Grace Fortner,
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Sept, 1st 1910:

i

'Discouraged

Seven Divorce Cases in One Day at
Denver Give Some Indication
.of Much Unhappiness.

What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
vegetable ingredients.' It acts gently on the womanly organs,
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

THURSDAY, AUGUST

REASONS FOR MARRIAGE.
PROVING A FAILURE.

I'lu il

.a

Are You Nervous?

"

Pacific

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

EDITORIAL

FLASHES

Chauffeurs.

"Heiress Elopes With a Chauffeur
This Is a headline taken word for
word from one of pur contemporaries.
It contains an extraordinary sug
gestion. Is a chauffeur a man unlike
all other men? Is there any reason
why no woman should marry a chauf
feur?
.:'..'
Theoretically, at least America Is
the home of liberty and equality. We
maintain that we have no classes. In
great many respects we may be
quite sure that there are no classes
In this country. A man should be re
spected, probably, in proportion to the
:

LOS ANGELES,,
SAN DIEGO,

$41.90

August 7 to 11
August 14 to 17

a

ON SALE DAILY

Until Sept ember 30

SAN FRANCISCO
OAKLAND,

$50.90

$32.50

$45.20

4

HA
XV.-

August .7 to 11
August 14 to 17

ON SALE DAILY

Until September 30

$50.90

dOINQ OR RETURNING ONE WAY

Via

Portland or Seattle, $62.50 and $68.35
ACCORDING; TO DATE OF SALE

Return limit on tickets sold August 7th to 11th, and
August 14th to 17th, Is October 15th, 1911. On tickets sold
daily, return limit Is October 31st, 1911.
GO NOW, AND 0.0 VIA THE SANTA FE.
' H. S. LUTZ,
.
Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M. -

t

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

911.

THUr

wrapper, carter found that sne had
sect him a record in reply to his own.
A minute later he placed it on bis

TION

Carter's Proxy

graphophone and waited in hope and
fear for the words she had spoken, j
Tbey came, slowly and distinctly:
"Mr. Carter: I think you are right
By W. C. SHERLOCK
! Helen Granger."
Frank
Spokane, Wash., Aug. Judge
Well, what do you think of that
H. Rudkin, sitting in the United States
Carter wrathfully
Tag?" demanded
district court for eastern Washington
"Don't be so frivolous. Tag, I'm in turning to the terrier, who had man"
In Spokane, will be called on to pass no humor
today for a romp."
aged to elude the vigilance of the
upon several legal problems of internaTag, in obedience to his master's servant and creep once more into his
sestional importance at the present
command, sat down on his haunches master's den. "She says she thinks
sion, when counsel for Mrs. Maude E. and fixed one brown eye on Carter's I am right. Right in what? Right in
Black, wife of James H. Black, a stone troubled face while the other eye kept loving her, right in proposing to her,
mason, living at 1716 East Marietta strict watch on the movements of right In telling her of my love in this
avenue, presents an application for a Tabby, who was enjoying a
I'm
way, or right in supposing
writ of mandamus to force the clerk on the window-sill- .
Tag and Tabby the biggest fool who ever lived?
to issue naturalization papers for the were sworn enemies during the day, This is too much, Tag. I'm going to
woman.
each ever on the alert to resent any her house and stay there until 1 find
Mrs. Black has been declared an injury, real or fanciful, that might oc- out what it means if I have to stay
alien, though she was born and raised cur to either through the agency of there a week. This thing must be
in the United States and has never set the other, but when the shades of settled."
A few minutes later Carter reached
foot on foreign soil, involuntarily be- night fell, hostilities ceased and the
coming a British subpect by marrying two slept side by side in Tag's ken- the Granger home. Helen was not in,
so he decided to await her return. In
a native of Canada in the United nel.
he pondered over
States, several years ago. The district hisCarter, meanwhile, filled and lighted the drawing room
pipe and meditatively watched the the turn affairs bad taken and strove
clerk holds that she cannot be restored
that arose. "I don't know what to find a solution of the enigmatical
to citizenship until her husband swears smoke
to do, Tag," he resumed slowly; "I'm reply he had received. It was all in
to
the
United States. This, in love
allegiance
with Helen Granger and I be- vain, however; he could conjure no
Mrs. Black declared with emphasis,
or am trying to believe, that hope or reason from Helen's words.
lieve,
she will not permit her husband to da she loves me. I want to find
out, but As he walked up and down the room
"I was born in the town of Weyau-wega- , I
can't do that until I tell her all in his agitation, he happened to no
Waupaca county, Wis., 38 years about it. A girl doesn't let a man tice his avowal of love in record form
ago, and my forebears fought in the know she loves him until she is cer- lying on a table near Helen's graphoRevolutionary and Civil wars," Mrs. tain he loves her."
phone. He picked it up and gazed
Black said. "My people have been
Tag gave a sharp, ominous bark at at it as if it could afto I some soluAmericans for more than 135 years Tabby, who had manifested some tion of the problem. There was nothand yet I am classed as an alien. 1 signs of changing her position, but ing in its appearance to help him,
have never stepped outside of the Carter, more intent upon his own af- so he placed it upon the graphophone
United States, but the clerk of federal fairs, construed it as a reply.
and started the machine, determined
court declares I cannot vote until my
"That is true, Tag," he assented to hear once more the words he had
husband becomes an American citi- gravelyi TYon are wise if you are used and see if there was anything
zen. 1 did not know I had married only a dog. The proper thing to do is in them to justify the reply he had reto tell Helen that I love her and find ceived.
away my legal rights.
A moment of silence followed, then
"I was told at a recent city election out the rest, but, Tag, therein lies the
that I could not vote thougn the state trouble. She will listen to me when the steady clicking of the needle as
law of Washington gives the ballot to I talk about anything under the sun it worked its way over the blank' part
all women of legal age. To force the except love. When I carefully lead of the record, and the words began
issue I was challenged at the polls anil up to that subject, she evades the to come.
"My dear Helen: I have tried to
the clerk very promptly declined to question, changes the conversation, or love
a
has
someyou, but I cannot do so. 1 know
convenient
excuse
to
go
hand me a ballot. I have now engaged
that
where
moment.
you love me, but I
else
at
that
particular
counsel to receive my naturalization
enI've tried a dozen times, but she has cannot reciprocate . Do not
papers by mandamus proceedings, aft always
managed to escape answering tertain any false hopes; - , It is
er which, the merits of the case may me.
So, I'd like to know how I'm best for us to part. Yours sincerely,
be determined b ythe courts. I am
to propose to her when she Tom Carter."
going
prepared to fight to the end for my won't listen to me. Just tell me that,
With an exclamation of horror, Carrights."
ter took the record and examined it
old fellow."
He found several minute
The terrier bowed his head and carefully.
BIG GRAIN CROPS IN
object
scratched the floor with his right cracks in the cylinder-shape- d
IN FAR NORTHWEST.
had
fore-pavigorously and Carter re- and understood it all. The record
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 17. Charles garded the actions as an answer to his been dropped and cracked, probably
W. Mohr of Spokane, president of the question.
cracked
"No, no, Tag; writing by the messenger boy; the
Inland Empire Threshermen's asso- won't do," he declared with conviction. portions gave forth no coherent sound
ciation, says in a report to the Spo- "Helen told me the other day what as the needle passed over them. His
kane Chamber of Commerce that the her opinion was of a man who wrote ardent avowal of love had been
grain yield in eastern Washington an avowal of his love on paper and changed to sound like a rejection of
and Oregon, north and central Idaho sent It through the mail like any busi- Helen's protestation of affection. What
and western Montana is larger and ness communication.
I don't care to could be do to repair the damage, to
of better quality than any crop ever be in the class where she places such set himself right in the eyes of the
Harvested in this district. Winter men. I must do, something else to let woman he loved? If only he had a
wheat is running as high as 50 bush her know I love her, but what shall it blank record, he might substitute it
for the broken one and she would un
els, spring wheat 30 bushels and be?"
to
75
60
to
from
the
bushels
barley
- Tag, however, was too intent upon derstand when she set it off at his re
acre. Some of the wheat weighs 64 his daily feud with Tabby to take quest
and
He searched the drawing-roopounds a bushel. Mr. Mohr received further interest in his master's love
the foregoing information in reports affairs. Tabby had risen from the found what he wanted. A moment lat
he he adjusted the graphophone and
from threshermen in the field. The window-sill- ,
and, with arched back
was reiterating his confession of love
from'
confirmed
are
advices
was
by
and gleaming eyes,
reports
bidding defi
new record. Twice he tried
many districts to bankers, millers and ance to her enemy. Tag rushed wild into the
to make sure it was right, and then
grain handlers in this city, who say ly to accept the challenge, but the cat, it,
that the wheat crop in eastern Wash- with one swift spring, landed on the he placed it in the box, slipping the
cracked record into his pocket.
ington will be the largest in the his- big horn of the graphophone and
Scarcely had he finished when the
state.
of
Dorman
of
secure
Orris
breathed
the
from that
position
tory
door
opened and Helen entered, flush
ranchcontinued defiance in several ominous
Spokane, one of the bonanza
from her brisk walk. Her face
ers in this district, reports there is snarls. The situation gave Carter an ed
was grave and her manner frigid as
sufficient heln to handle the cron. the. idea.
she greeted her visitor, but a roguish
to
a
from
$4.50
he
$2.50
"I
exclaimed
have
it!"
wages ranging
Joyfully, twinkle
lurked in the depths of her
The
to
a
work.
the
Helen has
hay "It's just the thing!
day, according
eyes.
crop also will eclipse all records in graphophone just like mine. I'll tell
"Helen, I don't understand your re
this part of the country,
my tale of love into a blank record
to my letter," he began somewhat
and send it to her with instructions ply
In what way do you
not to set it off until she Is alone. nervously.
OROZCO RAIDS GAMBLING
think I am right?"
before
records
sent
her many
PLACES IN JUAREZ. I've
"I think it was a most fitting reply
I'm sure she will listen attentively to what
Juarez, Mex., Carefully selecting 200 and
you said, Mr. Carter," she deshe will keep it gomen of Colonel Estrada's forces, Gen- to it. Probably
"Just listen to what
clared
quietly.
two or three times to make sure
eral Pasqual Orozco, whl arrived in ing
you said and I am sure you will un
a
said.
of
I
have
It's
what
great
doubtedly agree with me." Picking up
the city on the evening train from Chischeme, the best that could be de- the record she placed It on the graphhuahua last night made a raid on the vised.
'She'll surely answer it, and ophone.
gambling houses of this city, closing the matter will be settled."
Tbey both listened eagerly, one in
ah of them, and is now holding the
It was easier to plan than it was to hope, the other with difficulty mainproprietor's end patrons of those execute.
Difficult as he bad found
taining her gravity, as the words re
places with a cordon or the soldiers, in it to confess bis love to Helen in per- sounded
through the room:
the middle street ana lecturing them son, he found it harder still to shout
"My dear Helen: I have tried to tell
on the prevalence of gambling and his avowal into an uninterested mahow much I love you but I can
other forms of lawlessness in the city chine. It was hard enough to select you
not do so. I know that it is prethe proper words but more difficult sumptuous in me to think that you
to pitch his voice to the correct lover- love me, but I hope and pray that
like tone. Record after record was you do not feel you cannot reciprocate
tried and discarded for one fault or my affection. Do not let me entertain
MONEY AND METALS.
another, but at last Carter felt he had any false hopes; if you do not love
done the best be could under the cir- me. It is best for us to part Tours
New ork, Aug. 17. Copper spot
Lead 4.454.60; Silver 52, cumstances, although he was far from sincerely, Tom Carter."
satisfied with his production.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
"Now, Helen," Carter asked as he
Testing his waxen proxy once more stopped the graphophone,
"do you
Chicago, HI, Aug. 17. Wheat-S- ept
to make sure that it fully conveyed think you sent me the right answer
901-8- ;
Dec. 94
Dec. 613--4 what he wished to say, Carter care- to my message?"
,
Corn Sept. 647-86fully placed it In a box and marked
"I do, indeed, Tom," she replied
outside
the instructions that slowly, suffering him toehold the hand
upon the
Dec. 44
Oats Sept. 417-8- ;
it must not be used except when he had taken, "I think; you are right
Pork Jan. 16.30.
Helen was alone. The precious little
to love me, don't you?"
Lard Sept. 8.95; Jan. 8.70.
packet was then tied up in a paper
iRibs Sept. 9.071-2- ;
Jan. 8.271-and placed upon the table, while CarA Catastrophe.
ter left the room to obtain a trustWool.
account of a man who
an
"Here's
to carry the packet
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 17 Wool active; worthy messenger
la going to have rabbit's eye grafted
destination.
to
its
his own."
territory and western mediums, 17
Tabby, not content with carrying on on
"Good gracious! Suppose he bltea
19; fine mediums, 1617
tine, 11 a
from
descended
the
warfare,
wordy
14
sees with a cabbage
(
horn and engaged in open conflict everybody he
LIVESTOCK.
head!"
The
skirmish was
with her enemy.
Kansas City, Aug. 17. Cattle Re
sharp but brief, and Tabby, retiring
south1,000
Contrary to Nature.
13,000
ceipts,
including
In confusion, sprang upon the table to
ems; market strong; native steers, escape the onslaught of the now inThere's lots in it"
"In what?"
$5.008.00; southerft steers, $3.80
furiated Tag. As she did so, the tit"The vacuum business."
5.50; southern cows and heifers, $2.60 tle parcel that Carter had prepared so
4.50; native cows and heifers, $2.50 carefully was overturned and rolled
Education Incomplete.
7.25; stackers and feeders, $3.60
The fellow who brag of his college
to the floor.
And all his great learning's a bore:
5.75; bulls, $3.004.KO; calves, $4.00
The sound of the battle attracted
The man who Is "proud of hie knowl
7.00; western steers, 4.407.00; west- - the attention of the servant who ruBh-e- d
,
edge"
era cows, $2.75 5.00, ; i t
Into the room and, after picking up
Is badly In neud of some more.
Catho-lname
and
bore
of
HelStandard
the
Times, i
market the parcel that
5,000 ;
Hogs Receipts,
Btrong; bulk of sales, 7.307.65; heavy en Granger, drove the belligerents out
.
7.30 7.60; packers and butchers, 7,30 of the house just as Carter reappeared
In a Class by Himself.
with a messenger boy, The latter,
7.65; lights, 7.307.60.
"Jilson Is a very original person." "
market after receiving numerous admonitions
"Is that sot"
Sheep Receipts , 4,000;
"Tea. He can pick up the menu
lambs, and Instructions, departed with the
muttons,
$3.253.90;
steady;
parcel and Carter, with card In a restaurant without remark-- !
$5.507.00; range wethers and yearl a
sigh of relief, resumed his pipe.
la ordering
a bore
ings, $3.25 4.50; range ewes, $2,600
For more than an hour he paced Ing: 'Whatt eat!'" it
something
3.75.
up and down his room. Impatiently
Chicago, Aug. 17. Catle Receipts, smoking and watching the slow progMaking Use of It
beeves
to
10c
up;
4,000; market Btrong
ress of the hands of the little clock
no use giving yon a cheek.
la
"There
$5.258.10; Texas steers, $4.606.45; that ticked ao monotonously on the
account Is over
western steers, $4.256.75; stockers mantelpiece. All aorta of poaalblUtlea my dear. My bank
drawn."
arose
In
was
and
cows
his
mind.
aha
$3.15
5.60;
and feeders.
Perhaps
"Well, give it to me, anyway,
sick; perhaps she was oat; perhaps
heifers, $2.256.25; calves, $6.00
make it for $500.
George.
'
beea
the record had
:
:'.
broken, or per- want to And, say,
8.50.
out
of my shopping
it
pull
'
someone
else had received It
market haps
14,000;
Hogs Receipts,
baa with my handkerchief at the
of
listened
loveT
had
his
tale
to
and
7.00
low; light, 7.2007.90; mixed,
At the last thought the young man's bridge game this afternoon."
7.90; heavy, $6.857.70; rough, 6.85
face reddened and his lips compressed
7.10; good, to choice heavy, ; $7.10
Man of Hla Word.
tightly; If that had happened,
of
bulk
sales,
7.90; pigs, f6.10G7.60;
would bring ridicule upon him that
"I thought you told me these lota
7.i7.6o.
be hard to bear. His fears ware would double in value In two years,
market would
Sheep Receipts,-- ' 16,000;
set
at
rest, however, by the return of and here's a. man offering mo exactly
native, $2.403.80 ; v western, the messenger boy, bearing a parcel what gave for them,''
, steady;
M.W0MO; addressed to Carter in Helen's own
ta.WOt.8o:
"Tea: but you forget you gave twice
, lambs,
naUve, $457.1f;, wtern, handwriting.
aa much aa they were worth," Judged
c Hastily Knt carefully tearias 08 tip
Woman Born in This County and
ways Living Here Became an
Allen by Marriage.

Al-
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NOT

PITCH

UNLESS
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Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma

No. 1. A. F. & A. M

H. H. DORMAN.
Master
CHAS. E. LIXNEx. Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

1. R. A. M.

bouse.

See

I

WANTED
house work.

,

American girl to do light
Apply New Mexican.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

Monday of each month
TO RENT Fine
1.QC0
at Masonic Hall a'
grazing,
7:30 p. m.
acres, in solid body, just south of us
JOHN H. WALKER.
Arroyo Hondo, to rent. Covered with
H. P. grass. L. B. Prince, 113 Palace ave.
ARTHUR SEL'GMAN. Secretary.
TYPEWRITERS.
Santa Fe Comtnanderj Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
No. 1, K. T. Regular platens furnished. Ribbons and supconclave fourth Mon plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
day in each month at and rented. Standard makes handled.
Masonic Hall at 7:3" All repair work and typewritea guarp. m.
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExCHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C. change.
Phone 231.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
For summer fl'arrtioea In children
Santa Fe iodge of always give Chamberlainjs Colic.
Perfection No. 1, 14th Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
degree. Ancient pnd Ac castor oil, and a speedy cure is cercepted Scottish Rite of tain.
For sale by all dealers.
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cor
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
dially Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
Venerable Master
PAUL A. F. WALTER
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Attorney-at-LaSecretary.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.

460, B. P. O. E. hold
its regular session on

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys
Practice in Ue Distri t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court oi

the second and fourth the territory.

of each Las Cruces,
Wednesday
New Mexico.
month. Visiting broth
ere are. invltea and
C. W. G. WARD
welcome.
Territorial District Attorn y
CARL A. BISHOP.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. Las
New Mexico.
Vegas,
Secretary.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Russell Ford, Consistent
of pitchers will
number
greater
be employed by the major league
clubs this year than ever before. Several managers had more than fifteen
pitchers at the southern camps, and
all the team leaders declare they will
carry an extra supply of box men.
The demand for pitching material has
developed Into a mania which is fat
tening the expense accounts of the
magnates to an alarming degree.
Pitchers nowadays complain that
they are overworked if they take part
in more than one or two games a
week. Some of them insist that they
must have at least four or five days'
rest after a siege of nine Innings, no
matter how easy the opposing team
may be. That is why the club owners and managers feel compelled to
carry so many pitchers, even though
A

Highland

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

Twirler.

more than half of them are not

first-clas-

Independent Order of Beavers.
G. W. PRICHARD
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holdi
Christy Mathewson Is an exception
to the rule. He is willing to pitch as Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting!"
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
often, as McGraw calls upon him, but first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
Practice in all the District Coui
it must be remembered,
and give? special attention to cases
too, that ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Matty is said to be drawing $12,000 a
year. Russell Ford, who will earn a
President Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.
big salary this season, will not pitch C. J. NEIS,
unless he is physically ready. That
HARRY D. MOULTON
Secretary.
Is an agreement he made a year ago
with President Farrell, of the High
F. W. FARMER
landers.
Attorney-at-LaHomestead No.
"When I go in I want to be right
2879.
on edge," says Ford.
"Then there
Brotherhood
of
can be no excuses and I'll come pretSanta Fe, N. M.
American Yeomen
ty near winning every game; I pitch."
Secom
Meets
Ford won 26 games and ldst 8 last
and Fourth Tbura
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
year, working along on these lines,
Land
Claims and Contests a Specialty
days,
Delgado's
and as results count he will be alHall. H. Foreman,
lowed to follow this policy again.
C.

OFF BABY BLUE SHIRT Anyway, the Athletics were certainly
in a hitting mood and Bill suffered
"Wild" Bill Donovan Cheats Baseball what other Tiger pitchers encountered.
Writers Out of Paragraph by
Under Garment.

Duffing

Bill Donovan cheated the gulll-fak- era out of a paragraph In a recent
game with the Champion Athletics,

NoferW

G.

Sec.

TOOK

Bodie.

A

'

171

MSA

to

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe Camp
A.

Taos,

H. L. ORTIZ,

Santa Fe Camp No.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-La6673, R. N. A. meets
before all the courts in
fourth Tuesday of Practicing
each month; so- the Territory.
cial meeting third Santa Fe
- New Mexico
Tuesday at Elks'

Visiting

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY,

"Ping"

Oracle.

Clark Griffith's bosses still have conFLORENCE RISING.
fidence in him.
Recorder.'
"Bad BiU" Dahlen seems to be building up a real ball team.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mordecai Brown continually demonstrates he is the nervy pitcher of old.
(Not Coal Land.)
Every time the baU meets that bat
it adds to the enjoyment of the game. Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Perhaps Hank O'Day is right in at
July 29. 1911.
tributing some of the hitting to poor
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
pitching.
of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
Young Cy Toung appears an unex Lucero,
30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
pectedly strong addition to Duff's
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
twirling staff.
2
Sec.
NW
The lack of a veteran catcher n Sec. 24, and the W
25, Township 15 N Range 11 E., N.
Stovall
of the M.
troubling Manager
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Cleveland team.
intention to make final five year proof,
Muggsy McGraw'a famous fighting to
establish claim to the land above
team apparently forgets considerable
described, before Register or Receivbaseball at times.
Office at Santa Fe,
er, U. S.
Manager Chance will have some- N.
on
14th
the
M.,
day of September,
to
say before "Lefty" Russell
thing
1911.
goes to the minors.
Claimant names as witnesses:
The more drastic the measures takPedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both
en against scalpers, however, the betof Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of
ter the public lfkea It
N. M and Candido Rivera,
Cy Toung is never likely to go out Glorieta,
N. M.
of the American league so long aa the of Santa Fe,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fans remain.
Register.
President Lynch says the only instructions he gives his umpires are
Notice for Publication.
those published in the rule book.
Not coal land.
Fans want to see the hitting game
and they do not wish to lose their Department of the Interior,
IT. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
dinners by waiting for the finish.
July 29, 1911;
"King" Cole Is acquiring Reulbach'a
habit of pitching masterly In one game - Notice is hereby given that Seferino
and "blowing up" in the following.
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who on July
Mrs. Helen Hathaway Robison Brit-to- n 30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
does not care to sell her ban team
SE
for lot 3, SE
as long aa they are playing good ball. W 2 SE
of section 23, township 15
N, range 11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
Legislatively Expressed.
filed notice of intention to make final
"No one can go wrong It he follows five-yeproof, to establish claim to
sinthe ten commandments," said the
the land above described, before regcere citizen.
ister or receiver, U. S. Land Office at
"Yes," replied Senator Sorghum; Santa Fe, N. M., on tne 14th
day of
1--

PROBEfIT & COMPANY

Investments
Laids, Mines, Bonda & Stocks.
Money Loaned for investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Taon county.
Bank References Furnished.

-

-

New Mexico.

Taos,

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and surgeon.
Graduate of McKlllep'a Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.

Dentistry a Specialty

1--

I

Law.
New Mexico.

M. W.
Chas. R. Eaaley
Chas. F. Easiey.
EASLEY 8l EASLEY.
meets second Tuesday each month, so
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and befora
cial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks Land Department
Hall. Visting neigh
Land grants and titles examined.
bors welcome.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan
U. G. WHITTIER, Consul
cla, N. M.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerl.

9734-0765-

1--

and Land

Mining

13514,

HalL

The fates seem kind

WILLIAM McKEAN

Richie, Cor.
Mrs. Dais?

Farmer.

DiamonfllL

2

,

'.war

RENT

....

--

:'rtmm$i':

"at--

No

Regular

second

convocation
w'

FOR

John Pfiueger, the shoe man.

7.30.

3--

:

at
at

of each month
Masonic - Hall

.

7--

WANTS

FOR SALE or rent, three room tent
Regular communi
cation first Monday J house, Frank Andrews.

sun-bat- h

MARKETVKEPORT

Lodge

Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sta.
Phone Red 138.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

Phone, 220 Black

OFFICE" HOURS.Tto 3 P?M.

old-tim- e

"Wild" Bill Donovan.

All geaaon. BUI has been wearing a
baby' blue undergarment. The wires
wer all laid to announce. In case BiU
went1 bad at his first appearance, that
"ha bad .nothing but a blue undershirt." But Bill doffed the shirt before he started to hurl.
Bill's 1911 debut waa not an auspicious one.
Philadelphia players
took an early fancy . to his curves.
Bacon I see a London lecturer declares that music, to be heard in perfection, should be heard in absolute

darkness.
Egbert Well. I heard a phono,
graph going in a London fog, once,
but it seemed very far from perfec- "the only trouble about the ten comtion to me. Tonkers Statesman.
mandments arises from the amendments people try to tack on to them."

I

1--

973C-0766-

4

W. M. SHERIDAN,
Genito-lrinar-

y

M. D.,

Diseases.

THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given on
application.
State

'

Nat. Bank Bid?., Albuquerque, N.M

Many a Suffering Woman.
Drags herself painfully through net '
datlv tasks, suffering from back ache.
September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
nervousness, loss of appetite and poor
L. Martinez, Do- sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
Jose
Gonzales,
"If Maybe.
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez, kidney and bladder troubles. Foley '
Father of the Fair One How can
Making Enda Meet
of Pecos, N. M.
Kidney Pills give quick relief from l
you possibly think of marrying my
Hla Wife But don't you think Join- air
MANTJED R. OTERO,
pain and misery and a prompt return
daughter? You say that by the strict- ing the golf club Is rather an extravato health and strength. No woman
Register.
est economy you can save only $10 a gance T" ,
V
who suffers can afford to Overlaolr''
month!
"Not If we economize in other ways.
If you want anything on earth try Foley Kidney Pills. For sale by all
Poor but Worthy Poet Oh, yea; I thought we might give up our paw
a Now Mexican Want Ad.
but If we both gave, It Will be $20.
druggists.
In. chujreh.. Life
Don-aclan- o

.

RAGE EIGHT

i

N--

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.,K.

Andrews "Cash" no.

4

GROCERY

BAKERY

MARKET

AND

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1911.

"Certain other questions related to
exceeding the speed limit with theiV Clurken, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ted States.
Johnson for not car- - William McClurken, and Edwin
end
memautos,
"Most
Harry
individuals
short
have
the
alleged fact that during the past
OP.
j eph Jolly,
were wedded yesterday in ories and the events in question took four years, the ore lands formerly,
any rear lights on hia autt.
Fined for Contempt of Court Fer--. the church of the Immaculate Concep place nearly four years ago; but if owned by the Tennessee Coal and Iron
nandez Padilla and Rumaldo Padilla tion at Albuquerque, Father Bertram any one will look back and think the Company, have been developed until
were fined $23 and costs at Albuquer-- of Denver officiating. The bride was matter over seriously and 1n good they are of such enormous importance
Santa F,-J- .
M., Aug. 17.
for
to respond to a jus- -' attended to the altar by Miss Helen faith, he will understand it was not as to give the Steel Corporation nearThe weather for New Mexico X que of refusing summons.
tice
the
They were Anderson and William Mcuurnen, jr., a question of saving any bank or trust ly complete control of the steel busipeace
is local showers tonight or X'I
acted as best man to the groom.
with contempt of court.
charged
company from failure; the question ness through control of the sources
much
in
Not
Friday.
change
.!
Suit on Note The Bank of Com-- ! Clearing Up Red Light Albuquer- - was of saving the plain people, the of the raw material. Whether or not
temperature.
merce
Albuquerque, yesterday filed qUe police are following up consist- - common people, in all parts of the this is so, has no bearing upon the
suit agaiiui. nilim .vi..gt; auu xi.
luc United States from dreadful misery action taken four years ago. The
auLiy msir cuuiltl IV uicai uul
of the estate of red light and arrested Peter Parenti and suffering and this was what my
as made did not by Itself, one
Another line of Fall Hats at Miss Walker, executors
John D. Torlina, deceased, for pay- - last evening for conducting a disor-men- t action did.
or
the other, affect the status of
way,
,
Mugler.
of a note of $500.
derly house. A man named Flynn
"One of the questions put to me in- the Steel Corporation, so far as the
Marriage License Jose Blea aged
Infant Child Dead The
of Holbrook complained that he had dicated disbelief, or to be more ac- Sherman law was concerned,
.and
21 and Amada Padilla aged 20, both
old baby of Mr. and Mrs. Andres Me-- ! been robbed of $40 while occupying
I should say that it this statement is not affected by concurate,
of Santa Fe, took out a marriage liperhaps
k
drano died yesterday.
The funeral a room at Parenti's hotel with a
was meant to be understood as indi sideration of what may or may not ba
cense here today.
place this afternoon from the Ca- - man named Matilda Lewis,
Get your Fruit Pickers at uoebels.
cating disbelief that the action tak- a totally different state of affairs,
Immense Cauliflower
That
en was really efficient In stopping the fours later.
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital thedral. Undertakers Mulligan andwere in charge of the arrange- flower can be grown here with great panic. At the time and for some
City Dairy. Milk and cream always
success is established beyond a doubt months after the panic had been
ments.
on hand. Phone Black 188.
Sprains requir careful treatment.
McDonald Buys Daughter an Auto' by Druggist A. J. Fischer, the success-W-. stopped, no man would have ventured Keep quiet and apply Chamberlain'J
Woman's Aid Society The Wom.
chair-'C. McDonald, of Carrizozo,
ful florist, and orchardist who has a to" express such disbelief unless pre Liniment
an's Aid Society of the First Presbyfreely. It will remove tha
head on exhibition in his pared to be greeted with derision by soreness and quickly restore the parts
terian church, will meet with Mrs. C. man of the New Mexico Democratic
has bought a large window.
central
Mr. Fischer was convinced every human being who knew any- to a healthy condition. For sale by
t1.
Easley tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 Buick committee,
car which he has pre- - that cauliflower so prized as food could thing whatever of the actual facts. all dealers.
touring
o'clock.
t
U !
JJ..,nV,4-AITn.in no -n oe grown nere ana ine set. iio wont, a.
io
i,ial"
Arrested for Game Law Violation rc'"'cu lu mo
Sift.
blrthday
solve the problem. .The results show
Jesus Moya was arrested yesterday at
were he has been successful,
Summer School m Rito-T- nere
MILITARY BLEES ACADEMY.
Duran, Torrance county, charged with) for'y-on- e
in attendance at the Sum- E. C.
20th.
New management. Dr. W. A. Wilson, eight
aa
Manager
Open
judfle8
September
Umpires
in
an
his
possession,
antelope
(having
meT Scho1 f Archaeology in the Riro Burke of the Santa Fe baseball team years president Lexington College, Lexington, Mo., fifteen years president
laws.
to
the
game
contrary
f
million
Ladies' Aid Society The Ladies' de los Fr'3oles Canon, yesterday and announced today that Judge M. C. of Baylor College, Belton, Tex., has absolute lease. Over
Finest equipment outside of West Point. Full faculty.
Aid Society of St. John i M. E. church ten more Ieft this morning, including Mechem and Judge Edward R. Wright dollars invested.
i"in opnugci mu buu, nun uavc acuuyceu tue ayijuimiueui. ut uui- - Col. G. L. Byroade, U. S. A., Commandant Send for catalogue, W. A. '
Will meet at the home Of Mrs A. Win- pires at the benefit game to be play Wilson, A. M., Supt., Macon, Mo.
sor on Don Gaspar avenue, Friday aft-- ! Charles F. Liimmis and son.
here between the Territory and the
ed
Town
Marshal
Collier
Arrests
ernoon at
o'clock.
Woman's Auxiliary The Woman's Mounted Policeman John W. Collier- United States. The proceeds of the
has arrested J. R. Williams, town mar- game will go to the St. Vincent's
Auxiliary and Guild of the Church of
SEPARATE. COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
shal of VauSnn. Guadalupe county, phans and the Woman's Board of
will
meet
tomorrow,
Faith
Holy
SWEET PEAS I grow only the
,
vari
best and
aftomnnn nt half nnst two for assaulting Santa Fe Night Watch-- Trade after the bills of the team are
"
Labban wltn a
&JonPeas
have
No
now.
such
fine
o'clock, with Mrs'palen, 231 East Pal- - man.
are
and
Qf
especially
eties,
they
Clash at Roswell Tense feeling ex- .Williams was held for the grand jury.
. avoniio
Fe.
in
Santa
shown
been
heretofore
a.
uama
mio iu nutweu uvtjr wuat apiwara io
pat ij ui
"i"ii"H riasnn
Back From Taos Probate Clerk
to be a conflict of authority between the
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
fjpnrffft W Armtin nnrt Pnnntv Trpas- Feans went on a horseback trip
urer Pelso T onez have returned from Tesuque yesterday afternoon return- city and the county authorities. Mar
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
Taos where they went on business. inS last niSht and tnev sald that shal Allison and police are criticized
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
wnile no rain fe!1 in the country
for what is held to be an unnecessary
They had a very interesting trip and
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
most
of
were
the
"Stning
display of weapons in making arrests.
met many of their old friends.
fid-&shfs
JAMES McCONVERY, ilf Palace Ave.
the most dazzlinS and almos.t It is said that even the arrest of an unPhone, Black 204.
Arrested-- At
Automobilists
a
seen
nere
tor
many
nignt.
Diinamg
over.
helriless
bv
fortunate
rendered
Albuquerque last night, two daughters
Arrested By Collier Mounted Po- - indulgence in bootlegged whiskey is
ot prominent citizens were arrested for
liceman Collier confiscated a choice j almost
invariabiy accomplished by a
of pistols and other dangerous weap-display o six.shooters. Deputy
ons on a bunk car of the Santa Fe m Ed Jollnson had
92., Phone.. .,92
just emerged from
Edward L.
at Willard.
He arrested
.on t
H,.r.. ,,rnov,s nff.
Long, the foreman, for promiscuous
h
accosted
gai
wag
'
'
MARKET nionnarcra nr ft va arme T.rritr Tiro a Chief Sam
Allison. After some words
fined $50 and costs and lost his job
Allison, assisted by two policemen, at
besides.
tempted to disarai,the deputy. Guns
Modern
Picnic
The
for
Preparing
ONLY
from the best informa
QNE of the first requisites of a modern home is an
Woodmen, of America and the Royal flashed, but
tion obtainable, the deputy was not
rd
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
a
fine
are
Neighbors
preparing for
disarmed,
the domestic health and to keep
outing tomorrow. Forty persons will
Collier Bitten by Dog Mounted
take part in it and leave Santa Fe at
the home thoroughly clean and
S a. m. for Tesuque.
The Morgan Policeman John W. Collier was badly
LIGHTHOUSE SOAP
wholesome at all times, plumb1
Livery Company is now arranging to bitten by a bull dog this week. He
'
send tallyhos and various kinds of tried to separate the dog from a calf
ing fixtures affording absolute
rigs. This is the ideal season for pic on his ranch near Estancia
and perfect sanitation are a
Proof Reader Drops Dead C. K.
nics.
r
prime necessity.
of the Sacra
Wedding at Albuquerque With lm Barnhart, a
dead
$tMdttd plumbing fixtures
at
the
mento,
Cal.,
Bee,
dropped
Mo
Miss
Carrie
92... Phone. ...92
pressive ceremonies,
convention of the International Typo
and our expert mechanics will
graphical Union,
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
PEOPLE HAVE SHORT MEMORIES.
.
Let us give you an estimate.
(Continued From Page One.)
- M
FOR SALE BY
ity at large at that particular moCo. i
&
ment.
AT THE CLARENDON QARDENS.
v
"My concern was that action should
Phone No. 12.
be taken and the situation saved in
the interests of the p: aple of the Tni- -

f
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ME

j

Jos-ryin- g

j

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT.
GROCERIES Staple and Fancy, Imported and Domestic.
MEATS Pork, Veal, Lamb, Beef, Mutton, Sausage, Fish and
Home-DressHens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coffee Cake, Buns, Rolls, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES.
VEGETABLES Celery, Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, Turnips, Beets, Carrots, Tomatoes, Parsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,
ed

Squash, Soup Bunches and

Home-Grow-

Corn.

n

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

pur-cha-

j

-;

wo-too-

Cauli-Risin-

g

j

'

two-poun- d

j

Turquoise, Laveliers,

j

j

I

0

Or-th- e

rmm

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN

Fn-dn-

v

up-to-d-

!

I

GOLD AND SILVER

We recommend Waltham Watches
we lieiieve them to be the
btst. Our stock offers a wide assortment of

FILIGREE

Waltham W atches

i

viv-Thr-

;

-

Come in and iclk watch v:th us. Tt will
Lot obligate b'lytng ani it may protit vou
it.uch.
.e U explain what constitutes
e i:tod

"It's

one-hal-

i

Amethysts, Opals,

S.

Time You Owned a Waltham."
will show you the exqui-tuel- y
thin model Walthams if
the Colonial
Series and will
name the Waltham movement
test suited to your
V

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

1

j

1

s

The Modern Home

'

i

safe-gua-

1

iSupply

ffl

TO-MORR-

Just receiveda large lot
of

Also

Goods
Carpets and Rugs

Second-han- d

That will go at a low prices. Call

I
I

1

BARS 25:

in

mm

I

i

i

proof-reade-

0

'NOW

HOUSE FOR RENT

DAVID LOWITZKI

II

':

Apricots and Crab Apples

I

f Santa Fe Hardware

o

SYORE

JnlJG

HART. SCHAFFJMER & MARX SUIT SALE
E SHALL now proceed to close out our Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits in

short order.

At the end of this sale, commencing TUESDAY, AUGUST
V 15th, we want every Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suit out of our store. There is no
money in carrying suits from one season to the other.

SUIT MUST GO
Every Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suit we own goes into this sale. Suits of elegance and luxury ; suits
for all purposes. Come jo see these CHOICE GARMENTS and learn how little money it takes to buy
-

mm mmWBMiMmmk

them. It will pay any man well to buy a Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suit at this closing out sale, for the
suit will be eiood nrooertv:for several seasons to enme.

h

IE

DOIT WANT PROFIT,
--

It

lp.

V
i

I

1

$20.00 now $15.00
$22.50 " 17.50

San Francisco St.

CUSTOi ERS !

$25.00 are now $20.00 $30.00
27.50

22.50

32.50

now
(6

$25.00
27.50

HATEMM SMMOm
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